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REPORT ON MANAGEMENT 

 
REFERENCE ECONOMIC SCENARIO  

International economy1 

 

At the end of a year like 2020, characterized by the devastating effects brought about by the rapid spread of 
COVID-19, the rapid progress of the vaccination campaigns allowed for a decisive recovery of global economic 
activity - which extended to the services sector - and of world trade, with prospects that were, however, still very 
heterogeneous among countries. The progress of vaccinations during 2021 resulted in a marked decline in global 
infections in the first part of the year, which allowed a gradual easing of social distancing measures in areas 
where the share of the vaccinated population is larger, such as the United States, the United Kingdom and the 
European Union. However, infections remained high in some emerging economies. Since early summer, 
however, with the slowdown in vaccine administration and the spread of the so-called “Delta Variant”, the risks 
of new restrictions have increased, especially in countries for which a delay in achieving full herd immunity was 
expected. Autumn brought a recrudescence of the pandemic, caused by the new Omicron variant 
contagiousness, but with less severe symptoms. This factor, together with extended vaccination coverage, led 
to less restrictive measures than in the past, even though there are strong differences in the degree of vaccination 
coverage between advanced and developing countries. Nonetheless, this factor, together with bottlenecks in 
supply chains, led to a general slowdown in production activity. The economies of the United States and other 
advanced countries, excluding the Eurozone, experienced a widespread slowdown in activity in the third quarter, 
but in the fourth quarter showed significant signs of a return to a more sustained recovery, in contrast to prolonged 
weakness in emerging economies. The Federal Reserve and the Bank of England began the process of 
normalizing monetary policies in this context. 
Available estimates generally indicate a growth in trade close to 11%, 4 percentage points lower than previously 
known estimates. Growth for 2022 would be 4.8%, with downside risks. 
Inflation is generally on the rise everywhere: in the United States, inflation reached the 7% threshold in December 
2021, driven by increases in energy, the automotive sector and rent increases, in a context with scenarios for 
wage increases. However, inflationary expectations remain anchored at values compatible with the Federal 
Reserve's objective. Inflation rose in both the United Kingdom (5.4% in December) and Japan (0.6% in 
November).  
The OECD's December forecasts for world GDP set growth at 5.6% in 2021, with a slowdown forecast for 2022, 
partly due to the current Russian-Ukrainian crisis and with prospects that remain mixed between countries. 

GDP growth and inflation 

(percentage changes) 

  
GDP growth 

 
Inflation (1) 

COUNTRIE

S 
2020 2021 

2nd quarter (2) 

2021 

3rd quater 
(2) 

2021 

December (3) 

Developed 
countries 

    

Japan -4.5 2.0 -3.6 0.6 

United Kingdom -9.7 23.9 4.3 5.4 

United states -3.4 6.7 2.3 7.0 

Emerging 
countries 

    

Brazil -3.9 12.3 4.0 10.1 

China 2.2 7.9 4.9 1.5 

India -7.0 20.1 8.4 5.6 

Russia -3.0 10.5 4.3 8.4 

Source: national statistics. (1) Trend change in consumer price index. - (2) For developed countries, changes over 
the previous period, year-on-year and seasonally adjusted; for emerging countries, changes over the 
corresponding period of the previous year. - (3) For Japan, November 2021. 

 

Energy goods deserve a separate chapter. Inflation in this sector reached the highest level in the last forty years. 
The well-known events linked to the pandemic at the end of 2021 had a significant impact on oil prices; the 
announcement of the discovery of the new variant of the virus at the end of November led to an immediate drop 
in the price of Brent by around 12%, just above 70 dollars per barrel. On the supply side, the combined effect of 
the choice of the United States to draw on oil reserves and the willingness of OPEC+ countries to respect their 

                                                           
1 Source:  Parliamentary Budget Office – Explanatory Notes on economic situation 02-2022 
 ECB Economic Bulletin 01-2022 02-2022 
 Bank of Italy Economic Bulletin 01-2022 
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commitment to increase production, led to downward pressure. Oil prices, however, rose sharply (Brent settled 
above 80USD per barrel) due to the positive development of the impact of Omicron on crude oil demand, which 
was lower than expected. 
In this context, different prospective scenarios compared with estimates are being determined, caused by the 
outbreak of the Russian-Ukrainian war, which generates considerable uncertainty for the otherwise robust global 
outlook. The world economy is worried about the effects of the current conflict which will influence, more or less 
heavily depending on the extent of the conflict and its duration, the international outlook mainly for the following 
reasons: 

- upward pressure on commodity prices, given Russia's role in EU energy markets and Ukraine's role as a 
major exporter of food commodities, primarily grain, to the Union. Commodity prices had already been 
significantly affected by rising geopolitical tensions in 2021 and the invasion of Ukraine pushed them up 
further; 

- the effect of the financial and trade sanctions imposed on Russia, which will have repercussions on the 
economic activity and trade of Russia itself and with its main global counterparts; 

- the heavy damage to the climate of confidence worldwide, which is having negative effects both from a 
strictly financial viewpoint and on the real economy.  

It is therefore highly probable that inflationary pressures at global level will continue in 2022 as well, albeit, in all 
likelihood, with decreasing intensity: today we are faced with a level of production prices that have risen 
considerably, driven by increases in energy and food commodity prices, in a scenario that presents persistent 
misalignments between supply and demand, the latter also supported by the stimulus measures adopted 
previously. The annual rate of increase in the export prices of competitors in the euro area is therefore expected 
to be decidedly higher in 2022 than previously assumed, at least in an initial phase. 

Euro area2 

 
After the summer recovery, economic activity in the euro area declined sharply in the latter part of the year, due 
to the well-known effects of the pandemic and supply bottlenecks hampering manufacturing. The energy 
component pushed inflation to its highest level since the start of monetary union. The Governing Council of the 
European Central Bank announced its plan for the future implementation of programs to purchase public and 
private securities, reiterating that the orientation of monetary policy will remain expansionary and that its conduct 
will remain flexible and open to different options in relation to developments in the macroeconomic framework. 
Growth in the euro area showed a further widespread increase in GDP in the third quarter (up 2.3%), albeit 
differentiated by country, driven by the added value of services, despite a downturn in the construction sector 
and industry in the strict sense, but fell back in the fourth quarter due to the deterioration in consumer and 
business confidence and the sharp acceleration in producer prices. Industrial production was affected by 
shortages of raw materials, which in the autumn period showed significantly longer delivery times than the 
historical average. Service companies are increasingly reporting labor shortages as a hindrance to their 
business. 
 

GDP growth and inflation in the euro area 

(percentage changes) 

 

COUNTRI
ES 

GDP GROWTH Inflation 

2020 2021 

2nd 

quarter (1) 

2021 

3rd 

quarter (1) 

2021 

December 

(2) 

France -7.9 1.3 3.0 3.4 

Germany -4.6 2.0 1.7 5.7 

Italy -8.9 2.7 2.6 4.2 

Spain -10.8 1.2 2.6 6.6 

Euro area -6.4 2.2 2.3 5.0 

Source: elaborations on national statistics and Eurostat data. (1) Quarterly data seasonally and 
working day adjusted; changes on previous period. - (2) Change over the corresponding period in the 
harmonized consumer price index (HICP). 

Energy price increases continue to drive the growth of inflation which, due to the well-known events of the 
Russian-Ukrainian conflict, is expected to rise further. Overall in 2021 inflation reached 2.6% (0.3% in 2020), with 
the underlying component at 1.5% (0.7% in 2020). It should be noted, however, that the March 2022 

                                                           
2 Source:  Parliamentary Budget Office - Note on economic situation 02-2022 
 BCE Economic Bulletin 01-2022 02-2022 
 Bank of Italy Economic Bulletin 01-2022 
 EBA – Risk Dashboard 04-2021 
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macroeconomic projections made by ECB experts for the euro area foresee annual real GDP growth of 3.7% in 
2022, 2.8% in 2023 and 1.6% in 2024, which is down on the previous December forecast of 0.5 percentage 
points for 2022 and 0.1 percentage points for 2023. The revisions are determined by the effects of the Russian-
Ukrainian crisis on energy prices, the climate of confidence and trade, which undermine the beneficial effects 
already determined by the reduction of risks to the economic outlook deriving from the pandemic.  
Before the outbreak of the Russian-Ukrainian war, the economy of the euro area had recorded a sustained 
recovery, reaching the level prior to the pandemic crisis. 
As regards the European banking system, the EBA highlights the substantial solidity of banks' capital ratios and 
a profitability that settled at levels that are even higher than in the pre-pandemic period, as well as abundant 
liquidity. It notes an improvement in asset-quality with non-performing loans ratios in progressive, constant 
reduction and a continuous decrease in the amount of loans in moratorium. 
The war and its repercussions, according to the EBA, are expected to have direct and indirect impacts on EU/EEA 
banks, mainly linked to the exposures of EU/EEA banks to counterparties domiciled in Russia, Belarus and 
Ukraine, to the high market risk due to increased volatility and to the sudden repricing of the risk premium.  
However, from an initial assessment, it would appear that the aforementioned first-impact risks do not represent 
a fundamental threat to the financial stability of the EU banking system given that the direct exposures to Russia 
and Ukraine are limited. Different considerations for the longer-term effects that could be more important from 
the point of view of financial stability, which may be conditioned by the current high level of uncertainty regarding 
the outcome of the war in Ukraine and its potential impact on the EU and global economy. Moreover, it is likely 
that even after a successful peace agreement, geopolitical tensions will not subside in the short term, with the 
risk that market volatility will remain high for longer. 
 

Italian economic and financial scenario 3 
 
In line with what happened on the international front, the Italian economy also slowed down considerably, due to 
the recurrence of the pandemic and tensions in global supply chains.  
Italian GDP rose sharply in the third quarter (up 2.6%), continuing the trend already evident in the first half of the 
year and enabling a further reduction in the gap with pre-crisis levels, whilst GDP rose by 0.6% in the fourth 
quarter.  
Despite a positive performance in the first nine months of the year, autumn saw widespread slowdowns in many 
economic sectors. Although output grew more than expected, added value decelerated in both industry and 
services. Since autumn, through the Italian weekly economic index (Itwei), a weakness in the consumption of 
electricity and gas for industrial use has been noted, threatening a halt in the recovery after the very strong trends 
in spring and summer. In fact, in the last quarter of 2021, industrial production showed a deceleration in growth 
compared to the rest of the year, although it remained positive. The cause of the setback is to be found in the 
difficulties in the supply of raw materials and intermediate products, although less pervasive than in other 
countries.  
High-frequency indicators point to moderate expansion in the manufacturing sector; qualitative indicators, such 
as business confidence and the PMI index, have remained essentially stable at high levels. 
Services affected by the resurgence of the pandemic grew modestly, while the expansion of value added in 
construction regained strength and the improvement in the housing market continued. 
Surveys of the housing market in Italy, conducted among real estate agents between September and October, 
return a further improvement in the outlook for the domestic market, with forecasts of growth and, with it, of price 
increases, through to late 2022. 
In the last quarter there was a weakening of the expansion of industrial production, which is expected to grow at 
a rate of around 1.0% per quarter from the beginning of 2021, primarily due to difficulties in the supply of raw 
materials and intermediate inputs. 
 
As regards the financial scenario, the growth of loans to non-financial companies remained weak, as an effect of 
the low demand for new loans, due, despite a favorable cyclical phase, also to the ample liquidity accumulated 
in the last two years.  

                                                           
3 Source:  ECB - Economic Bulletin 01-2022 02-2022 
 Bank of Italy - Economic Bulletin 01-2022 
 Istat – Quarterly Economic Accounts 1/06/2021 
 Istat – The 2021-2022 – 3/12/2021 outlook for the Italian economy 
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The expansion of loans to households continued at a sustained pace, recording a robust expansion of home 
purchase loans and other loans.  
Rates of change over twelve months show, among loans to households, a robust expansion of home purchase 
loans and other loans. 
There was a deceleration in the growth of bank deposits caused by both the slowdown in household deposits 
and business deposits.  
Liabilities towards the Eurosystem, after the repayment - in September 2021 - of three Pandemic Emergency 
Longer-Term Refinancing Operations (PELTRO) recorded a setback in volumes. 
The cost of funding rose, but remained at contained levels, while the financial markets were affected by 
uncertainties linked to the impact of the Omicron variant on economic activity, which turned out to be lower than 
estimated, and expectations regarding the direction of monetary policy. This led to greater risk aversion on the 
part of investors, resulting in an increase in the sovereign spread compared with German government bonds and 
an increase in the volatility of share prices. 
  

Economic scenario of the Republic of San Marino4  
 
The Statistics Bulletin relating to the fourth quarter of 2021 provides evidence of the dynamics that affected the 
economic fabric of San Marino. This data shows how the workforce in December 2021 reached the threshold of 
23,211 units (6,659 cross-border workers + 9.7%), registering an increase of 3% compared to the previous year. 
This growth is attributed entirely to employees in the private sector that reached 17,049 units (+982), while those 
in the public sector decreased by 10 units in the last year, settling at 3,554.  At the same time, the total number 
of people unemployed amounted to 1,030, down from December 2020 (-19.97%).  
The manufacturing sector remains the leading sector from the point of view of employment, having absorbed 
almost half of the new employees (+403), followed by the sectors of wholesale and retail trade and repair of 
motor vehicles and motorcycles (+221), in addition to professional and technical activities (+71) and rental 
activities, travel agencies and business support services that mark a recovery after the pandemic (+56).  
Negative balance for the financial and insurance sector (-33) and construction (-15). 
The total number of companies present and operating in the Republic as of 31/12/2022 is equal to 4,957 units 
with an increase of 122 companies (+2.5%) compared to the previous year. Analyzing the trend compared to last 
calendar year, the sectors that have recorded the greatest increase in the number of companies are: “Wholesale 
and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles” (+53 units, equal to +5%), “Construction” (-11 units, 
equal to +2.9%) “Education” (+14 units, equal to +38.9%), “Rental, Travel Agencies, Business Support Services” 
(+8 units, equal to +38.9%) (+8 units, equal to +4.5%) and “Real estate activities” (+12 units, equal to +4.4%). 
The only negative change was recorded in the “Other service activities” sector (-13 units, equal to -2.4%).  
In December 2021 the most common legal form is that of a company with 2,778 units, followed by professional 
activities with 713 units and craft businesses with 365 units. The breakdown of companies by branch of economic 
activity is confirmed, compared to December 2020, and is mainly concentrated on “Wholesale and retail trade, 
repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles” and “Professional, scientific and technical activities”, which represent 
respectively 21.84% and 19.50% of the companies present in the territory, followed by the branches “Other 
service activities” (11.23%) and “Other services” (11.4%). (As far as the size of companies is concerned, most 
of them have a small structure: 43.3% have between 1 and 9 employees and 50.2% have no employees.  
 
The International Monetary Fund, in April 2020, had integrated the macroeconomic analysis carried out in 
January, appreciating the interventions put in place by the Government, highlighting the fact that the COVID-19 
epidemic would have considerably amplified the uncertainty and downside risks regarding the country's 
prospects, also highlighting the commitment to careful monitoring. Subsequent to the January 2021 visit, IMF 
staff statements highlighted how, despite the pandemic's significant impact on San Marino's economy, the 
country has shown resilience despite pre-existing challenges. Some sectors, such as tourism and retail trade 
were particularly hard hit, however appropriate support was shown, thanks in part to loan signings which provided 
the necessary cash. IMF staff also stated that in order to improve the business environment and limit the healing 
effects of the crisis, while at the same time improving growth prospects, some structural reforms should be 

                                                           
4 Source:  Data Technology and Statistics Information Office - Statistical Bulletin Fourth Quarter 

Office of Information Technology Data and Statistics - Country Sheet 
IMF - Staff Concluding Statement of an IMF Staff Visit 24/09/2021 

 Fitch – Rating Action Commentary 1/10/2021 11/03/2022 
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activated, such as the implementation of innovative regulations regarding labor, the management of bureaucracy, 
as well as those linked to dealing with critical issues related to business insolvency.  
On 28 April 2021, the agency Fitch Ratings reaffirmed its medium- to long-term rating for San Marino at the “BB+” 
level with a “negative” outlook, following the downgrade in April 2020 caused by a forecast of significantly 
deteriorating finances in light of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the economy and the government's 
support measures. The maintenance of the rating at BB+ stems from the effects of a resilient export sector and 
a large net position of external creditors. On the other hand, uncertainty about the effectiveness of the 
government's strategy to sustainably reduce significant vulnerabilities in the financial sector and to achieve fiscal 
consolidation has a negative impact. According to Fitch, San Marino's gross public debt jumped to 80.8% of GDP 
at the end of 2020 (from 32.3% in 2019) mainly due to the conversion of €455 million of other assets of state-
owned bank CRSM into an irredeemable bond. On the other hand, said conversion had a positive impact on the 
government's fiscal balance, helping to reduce CRSM's recapitalization costs.  
The month of September saw San Marino under the magnifying glass of both the IMF and Fitch. Both proceeded 
with their respective periodic reviews.  
The IMF report paints a substantially positive picture for the Republic of San Marino, noting the consolidation of 
the path undertaken to stabilize the banking system and outlining, with specific recommendations, the next steps 
to be taken in order to face the remaining challenges. In more general terms, it foresees a growth of 5.5% in 
2021, which would allow the achievement of the pre-pandemic level, and +3.7% next year, thanks to the strengths 
such as the industrial sector which already at the end of 2020, in exports, had exceeded the pre-covid levels. It 
places particular emphasis on the management of the vaccination campaign which, in putting San Marino at 
levels of excellence in terms of speed and coverage, enabled it to accelerate the recovery. The pandemic, 
together with support for the financial system led to an increase in public debt, with measures defined as crucial 
for the system, which will have to be met with important and ambitious interventions. 
 
The Fitch report, however, presents an important new element and opens with the following statement: “Fitch 
Ratings has revised the Outlook on San Marino's Long-Term Foreign-Currency Issuer Default Rating (IDR) to 
Stable from Negative and affirmed the IDR at ‘BB+’”. 
In confirming the rating previously assigned Fitch changes the outlook from negative to stable. 
The revision of the outlook was mainly determined by the strong resilience to the shock of the COVID-19 
pandemic, driven by the tourism and manufacturing sectors which weigh about one-third of GDP, as well as by 
San Marino's successful vaccination campaign which enabled a rapid reopening of the San Marino economy. 
The resilience of the economy and the prudent management of the budget favour an improvement in the deficit 
and the trajectory of public debt, in a context in which, for the first time, San Marino has successfully entered the 
international capital market, access to which must be kept open in order to reduce rollover risks. 
On 11 March 2022 Fitch again confirmed the rating and the outlook assigned previously: “San Marino’s ‘BB+’ 
rating is supported by high wealth levels with GDP per capita closer to the ‘AAA’ than the ‘BB’ median. The rating 
also benefits from a resilient export sector and large net external creditor position as well as a stable political 
system. A high debt burden and a large and weakly capitalized banking sector weigh on the rating. The very 
small size of the economy and limited administrative capacity as well as data-quality issues and low growth 
potential are also key weaknesses. Although national accounts data for 2021 are not yet available, Fitch Ratings 
estimates that GDP growth reached 5.0% based on alternative data points. Tourist arrivals rebounded strongly 
over the summer and autumn months but deteriorated again in December due to the Omicron wave. The 
Sammarinese economy contracted by 6.6% in 2020”. 
It then places emphasis on the fact that the uncertain international outlook during the ongoing war in Ukraine led 
to a revision of its growth forecast to 3.0% from 3.5% for 2022, although San Marino's trade exposure to Russia, 
Ukraine and Belarus is estimated to be minimal. However, the interaction of a small and open economy such as 
San Marino's, with the context that surrounds it, Italy in primis, determines reductive effects of previous estimates 
due to the increase in inflation and the possible reduction in economic growth.  
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Banking and financial sector of the Republic of San Marino5  
 
The San Marino banking system consists of 11 authorized entities, of which 4 are banks.  
There was a reduction in the number of entities in the banking sector compared to the previous year following 
the transformation of Banca Nazionale Sammarinese S.p.a. into Società Gestione degli Attivi formerly BNS 
S.p.A, an entity that does not carry out reserved activities and as such is not included in the Register of Authorized 
Persons kept by CBSM. 
The system data published by the Central Bank of the Republic of San Marino (CBSM) show that system deposits 
from customers (savings deposits and indirect deposits) as of 31/12/2021, net of interbank deposits, reached 
€5,515 million, an increase of 4.10% compared to the previous year, mainly due to the effect of the aggregate of 
indirect deposits which grew also due to the inclusion in this item of the bonds issued by the former Banca 
Nazionale Sammarinese S.p.A. (now Società Gestione degli Attivi formerly BNS S.p.A.) present in the securities 
portfolios of bank customers (€130.8 million), previously included in savings deposits since BNS was classified 
among banks. In addition to this, liquidity contributions from private customers kept savings deposits almost 
stable, despite the effects of the above-mentioned transaction. 
Gross loans stood at €2,175 million, down €325 million compared to 31/12/2020. The ratio of gross non-
performing loans to gross loans stood at 24.60%, compared to 31.08% as of 31/12/2020.   
Lastly, there was a decrease in total assets - of around €46 million - together with an increase in equity, which 
rose from €269 million as of 31/12/2020 to €277 million (+2.97%); the equity/total assets ratio increased to 6.70%. 
 
Below are the San Marino banking system data as of 31/12/2021.  
 

SAN MARINO BANKING SYSTEM  
Data in millions of € 

31/12/2017 31/12/2018 31/12/2019 31/12/2020 31/12/2021 
2021/2020 

change 
% change 
2021/2020 

Savings deposits 3,975 3,861 3,611 3,629 3,614 -15.00 -0.41% 

Indirect deposits 1,806 1,627 1,623 1,669 1,901 232.00 13.90% 

of which: asset management 333 305 263 321 381 60.00 18.69% 

of which: securities under administration 1,470 1,272 1,255 1,232 1,359 127.00 10.31% 

of which: custodian bank activities   50.103 105 116 161 45.00 38.79% 

Customer deposits 5,782 5,488 5,234 5,298 5,515 217.00 4.10% 

Gross loans 3,144 2,829 2,636 2,500 2,175 -325.00 -13.00% 

of which: gross doubtful loans     1,626 1,588 1,320 -268.00 -16.88% 

of which: gross non-performing loans 645 576 784 777 535 -242.00 -31.15% 

Non-performing loans/Gross receivables 20.52% 20.38% 29.74% 31.08% 24.60% -6.48% -20.86% 

Gross receivables/Savings deposits 79.09% 73.27% 73.00% 68.89% 60.18% -8.71% -12.64% 

Gross doubtful loans/Gross loans (NPL 
ratio) 

0.00% 0.00% 61.68% 63.52% 60.69% -2.83% -4.46% 

Total assets 4,774 4,591 4,206 4,181 4,135 -46.00 -1.10% 

Net equity 347 328 231 269 277 8.00 2.97% 

Net equity / Total assets 7.28% 7.15% 5.49% 6.43% 6.70% 0.27% 4.12% 
*n/d 

Fitch's 11/03/2022 report acknowledges the banking sector's relative resilience to the pandemic. It also highlights 
how significant consolidation and cost-cutting measures in recent years helped improve the sector's profitability, 
with forecasts of small profits in 2021 for the first time in a very long time. It also highlights better levels of liquidity 
seen in the system in 2021.  
  

                                                           
5 Source:  CBSM - Banking system statistical data as of 31/12/2021 
 Fitch – Rating Action Commentary 11/03/2022 
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DEVELOPMENT IN THE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK  
 
In 2021 the ordinary legislative production of interest for the banking, financial and, more in general, national 
economic sector, usually reported in this section, was supported by a specific set of regulations issued to cope 
with the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on the community. 
Although these regulations have not always had a direct impact on the economic fabric of the Republic, the 
measures adopted in relation to the limitation of the movement of people and, more generally, to the compulsory 
measures aimed at the containment of the virus, have had a significant impact on the organization of work activity 
and, for this reason, it is appropriate to highlight this extraordinary phenomenon which has resulted in a 
substantial production of regulations. 
Particularly, we highlight: 
 
COVID-19 regulatory measures 

Decree Law no. 1 of 5 January 2021 Additional provisions to counter the spread of the COVID-19 outbreak 

Decree Law no. 5 of 25 January 2021 Ratification 
of Decree Law no. 1 of 5 January 2021 n.1 

Additional provisions to counter the spread of the COVID-19 outbreak 

Decree Law no. 6 of 26 January 2021 – 
Ratification of Decree Law no. 224 of 31 
December 2020 

Extraordinary interventions in the economic field to support the economic emergency caused by 
COVID-19 

Decree Law no. 14 of 29 January 2021 – 
Ratification of Decree Law no. 206 of 26 
November 2020 

Additional provisions to counter the spread of the COVID-19 outbreak 

Decree Law no. 22 of 12 February 2021 Update and extension of provisions to counter the spread of the COVID-19 outbreak 

Decree Law no. 26 of 26 February 2021 - 
Ratification of Decree Law no. 22 of 12 February 
2021 

Update and extension of provisions to counter the spread of the COVID-19 outbreak 

Decree Law no. 46 of 27 February 2021 
Reinforcement and containment measures to promote the effectiveness of the COVID-19 vaccine 
campaign 

Delegated Decree no. 49 of 4 March 2021 
Extraordinary interventions of support and refreshment to support the economic operators following 
the sanitary emergency from COVID-19 

Decree Law no. 57 of 23 March 2021 - 
Ratification of Decree Law no. 46 of 27 February 
2021 

Reinforcement and containment measures to promote the effectiveness of the COVID-19 vaccine 
campaign 

Decree Law no. 58 of 23 March 2021 - 
Ratification of Decree Law no. 52 of 18 March 
2021 

Strengthening and extension of measures to counter the spread of the COVID-19 outbreak 

Delegated Decree no. 60 of 26 March 2021 - 
Ratification of Delegated Decree no. 49 of 4 
March 2021 

Extraordinary support and relief measures following the health emergency from COVID-19 

Decree Law no. 62 of 31 March 2021 Strengthening and further extension of measures to counter the spread of the COVID-19 outbreak 

Decree Law no. 72 of 28 April 2021 - Ratification 
of Decree Law no. 63 of 8 April 2021 

Provisions for a gradual relaxation of management measures for the COVID-19 outbreak. 

Delegated Decree 73/2021 
Interventions to support families as well as economic operators following the health emergency from 
COVID-19 - Amendments to Decree Law no. 91 of 26 May 2020 and Delegated Decree no. 60 of 26 
March 2021 

Decree Law no. 93 of 21 May 2021 Provisions on security and public order in times of health emergency by COVID-19 

Delegated Decree no. 95 of 25 May 2021 - 
Ratification of Delegated Decree no. 73 of 29 
April 2021 

Interventions to support families as well as economic operators following the health emergency by 
COVID-19 - Amendments to Decree Law no. 91 of 26 May 2020 and Delegated Decree no. 60 of 26 
March 2021 

Decree Law no. 97 of 1 June 2021 Update of the provisions for the relaxation of management measures for the COVID-19 outbreak 

Decree Law no. 105 of 08 June 2021 
Security standards for the issue and management of the San Marino Digital Covid Certificate 
(SMDCC) 
 

Regulation no. 8 of 11 June 2021 referred to in 
article 7 of Decree Law no. 97 of 1 June 2021 

Update of the provisions for the relaxation of management measures for the COVID-19 outbreak. 

Decree Law no. 107 of 16 June 2021 - 
Ratification of Decree Law no. 97 of 1 June 2021 

Update of the provisions for the relaxation of management measures for the COVID-19 outbreak 

Decree Law no. 109 of 16 June 2021 - 
Ratification of Decree Law no. 105 of 8 June 
2021 

Security standards for the issue and management of the San Marino Digital Covid Certificate 
(SMDCC) 

Regulation no. 9 of 23 June 2021 - Amendments 
to Chapter II - Measures to support family units - 
of Regulation no. 3 of 11 May 2020, “Provisions 
implementing Decree Law no. 63 of 21 April 
2020” 

Interventions in the economic sphere and for the support of families, businesses, self-employed 
workers and freelance professionals to deal with the COVID-19 emergency 

Decree Law no. 124 of 30 June 2021  
Extension of provisions for the easing of management measures for the COVID-19 outbreak and 
additional measures 
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Decree Law no. 139 of 26/07/21 
Extension of extraordinary economic interventions to support the health emergency caused by 
Covid-19 

Decree Law no. 160 of 20/09/21 
Ratification of Decree Law no. 139 of 26/07/21 - Extension of extraordinary economic interventions 
in support of the economic emergency caused by Covid-19 

Decree Law no. 161 of 20/09/21 
Ratification of Decree Law no. 158 of 30/08/21 - Extension of the provisions relating to the 
management measures of the Covid-19 epidemic and additional measures 

Decree Law no. 173 of 5 October 2021 
Further provisions regarding the management of the COVID-19 epidemic and extension of 
measures 

Decree Law no. 182 of 29 October 2021 
Ratification of Decree Law no. 173 of 5 October 2021 - Additional provisions regarding the 
management of the COVID-19 epidemic and extension of the measures 

Decree Law no. 188 of 11 November 2021 
Further provisions for the prevention of the spread of the COVID-19 contagion and extension of the 
measures 

Decree Law no. 190 of 26 November 2021 
Ratification of Decree Law no. 188 of 11 November 2021 - Further provisions for the prevention of 
the spread of the COVID-19 contagion and extension of the measures 

Decree Law no. 197 of 7 December 2021 Urgent provisions to counter the spread of COVID-19 contagion 

Decree Law no. 205 of 20 December 2021 
Rules for the issuance of the San Marino Digital Covid Certificate (SMDCC) by authorized private 
healthcare facilities 

Decree Law no. 206 of 22 December 2021 
Extension of extraordinary interventions in the economic sphere to support the economic 
emergency caused by COVID-19 

Decree Law n.208 of 22 December 2021 Further urgent provisions to contrast the spread of the COVID-19 contagion 

Decree Law no. 215 of 31 December 2021 General and administrative provisions related to the COVID-19 epidemic 

 
The Great and General Council has introduced the following into San Marino law:  
 

Delegated Decree no. 23 of 19 February 2021 Issue of Public Debt Securities of the Republic of San Marino, fixed rate 3.25%, 24 February 2024 

Delegated Decree no. 51 of 11 March 2021 
Definition of the Maximum Spread and nominal interest rate to be applied until 30 September 2021 
to the loans assisted by the State contribution referred to in Law no. 44 of 31 March 2015, as 
amended 

Delegated Decree no. 84 of 30 April 2021  
Revision and updating of the current regulations on the protection of individuals with regard to the 
processing of personal data referred to in Law No. 171 of 21 December 2018 

Delegated decree no. 87 of 10 May 2021 Regulations on the custody service of virtual assets 

Delegated Decree n.90 of 17 May 2021 
Amendments to Law no. 47 of 23 February 2006 and subsequent amendments - Law on 
Companies 

Delegated Decree no. 108 of 16 June 2021 Regulations on simplification for economic activities 

Delegated Decree no. 111 of 23 June 2021 - 
Ratification of Delegated Decree no. 87 of 10 May 
2021 

Regulations on custody service of virtual assets 

Decree Law no. 118 of 25 June 2021 
Urgent measures regarding San Marino financial system 
 

Decree Law Extension of special interventions regarding collective redundancies and social shock absorbers 

Delegated Decree no. 123 of 30 June 2021 Interventions regarding occasional work, harmonization and efficiency of entry into the world of work 

Delegated Decree no.138 of 19/07/21  
Ratification of Delegated decree no. 84 of 30/04/21 - Revision and updating of the regulations in 
force on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data referred to in 
Law no. 171 of 21/12/18 

Delegated Decree no.133 of 19/07/21  
Ratification of Decree Law no. 118 of 25/06/21 - Urgent measures on the financial system of San 
Marino 

Delegated Decree no.126 of 12/07/21  Provisions on patent research by the European Patent Office 

Delegated Decree no. 148 of 5/08/21  Of electronic invoicing in the interchange of goods and services with Italy 

Delegated Decree no. 147 of 5/08/21  
New provisions governing the exchange of goods between the Republic of San Marino and the 
Italian Republic - amendments to Law no. 134 dated 21/12/1993 

Law no. 154 of 27/08/21 Provisions regarding civil procedure and law 

Law no. 157 of 30/08/21  Measures and instruments for the securitization of credits 

Delegated decree no. 163 of 20/09/21 
Ratification of Delegated decree no. 148 of 5/08/21 - of electronic invoicing in the interchange of 
goods and services with Italy 

Regulation no. 14 of 8/09/21 
Technical rules and procedures for the formation, issuance, transmission and reception of electronic 
invoices by San Marino economic operators in the interchange of goods and services with Italy 

Council Decree no. 164 of 23/09/21 
Ratification of the Agreement between the Government of the Italian Republic and the Government 
of the Republic of San Marino on the recognition and execution of judicial decisions of seizure and 
confiscation, as well as the destination of confiscated goods 

Council Decree no. 166 of 23/09/21 
Ratification Agreement between the Republic of San Marino and the Czech Republic for the 
avoidance of double taxation with respect to taxes on income and on capital and the prevention of 
tax avoidance and evasion 

Delegated Decree no. 175 of 14/10/21 
Amendments to Law No. 101 of 29 July 2013 implementing Council Regulation (EU) 2015/159, 
B.C.E. Decisions (EU) 2019/2195 and 2020/2090 and B.C.E. Guideline (EU) 2020/2091. 

Law no. 192 of 26/11/21 
Dispute resolution measures relating to tax treatment - mutual agreement procedures (MAPs) under 
double taxation agreements and exchange of information in tax matters 

Delegated Decree no. 193 of 30/11/21 
Provisions on fraud and counterfeiting of non-cash payment instruments in transposition of Directive 
(EU) 2019/713 

Constitutional Law no. 1 of 7/12/21 The Judiciary. Judicial Order and Judicial Council 

Delegated Decree no. 196 of 7/12/21 
New provisions on the declaration of assets, financial assets and company shares held abroad - 
Amendments to Delegated Decree No. 199 of 13 November 2020 

Delegated Decree no. 199 of 14/12/21 
Definition of the Maximum Spread and Nominal Interest Rate to be applied until 30 September 2022 
to loans assisted by the state subsidy referred to in Law no. 44 of 31 March 2015, as amended 
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Delegated Decree no. 211 of 24/12/21 
Provisions on financial matters in transposition of Regulations (EU) 648/2012, 909/2014, 2015/2365 
and 2016/1011 

Delegated Decree no. 214 of 30/12/21 
Amendments to Law No. 40 of 31 March 2014 and subsequent amendments - Regulation of 
licenses for the exercise of industrial, service, craft and commercial activities 

 
The following publications are worth mentioning with regard to the specific regulatory production of the Central 
Bank of the Republic of San Marino: 
 
Regulation 2021-01 “Miscellany of targeted revisions to existing supervisory provisions” 

Regulation 2021-02 “Regulation on procedures for the rigour of financial companies” 

Circular 2021-01 “Moment of entry for the finality of transfer orders in San Marino systems” 

Regulation 2021 - 03 “Regulations for the custody service of virtual assets by banks” 

 
The Financial Intelligence Agency did not issue regulations in 2021 directed at financial entities. 
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CASSA DI RISPARMIO DI SAN MARINO - CRSM 
 
PRESENCE OF THE BANK IN THE TERRITORY 
 
The commercial channels through which CRSM carries out its activities are as follows: 

- 11 offices, including 9 branches (of which 2 Hub and 2 Spoke) and three “detached” branches 

equipped with self-service machines at the Azzurro and Atlante shopping centers and at the San 

Marino Outlet Experience; 

- remote banking Welly for businesses, around 1,574 users;  

- internet banking Welly for private customers, 7,794 users; 

- users who downloaded the WellyApp, over 6.500; 

- 15 ATMs, of which 4 advanced multi-function ATMs; 

- 699 POS terminals and 561 enabled only for the Smac service. 

 
The location of the abovementioned branches throughout San Marino is shown below. 
 

 
 
 

OVERSEAS BRANCHES 
 
The Bank has no branches outside the territory of San Marino. 
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MAIN ACTIONS DURING 2021 
 
As we approach our 140th year of business, and in celebration of this important milestone, CRSM is once again 
generating profits and remunerating capital, after eleven consecutive financial statements closed with a loss. 
CRSM's long process of turnaround towards complete transparency and compliance with international 
regulations, which began with the Republic's adherence to the principles and main international banking 
regulations, can be said to be well underway and today the bank and its shareholder can look to the future with 
renewed confidence. CRSM presents itself to San Marino and international clients as a modern and efficient 
interlocutor, capable of assisting retail, corporate, private and institutional clients by offering products and 
services designed on the basis of specific client needs. 
In the 2021 financial year, CRSM recorded a decisive improvement in profitability indicators (ROE at 1.62% and 
positive ROA), an increase in efficiency, measured, for example, by a strong reduction in the cost/income ratio, 
an improvement in capital ratios and those relating to liquidity. The bank's profitability could have been much 
higher if it had not been decided, prudently, to set aside € 5 million to the General Financial Risks Fund, in order 
to deal with the difficult geopolitical context and the worsening of the macroeconomic outlook due to the Russian-
Ukrainian crisis.  
It should be noted that these results were achieved through constant and careful monitoring of risks, whose 
measurement methods and metrics were enhanced during the year.  
The valuable results achieved in the recovery process were also confirmed by the periodic reports of the 
International Monetary Fund, which in February 2021 appreciated the progress made by the bank: “The 
authorities have made significant progress to address structural problems in the financial sector. The recent 
recapitalization of Cassa di Risparmio di San Marino (CRSM) with a perpetual interest-bearing bond combined 
with a significant reduction in operating costs recognized the urgent need to strengthen its capital position as 
well as its profitability”. The International Monetary Fund more recently returned to the subject in September 
2021: ”Ambitious steps have been undertaken to address legacy issues in the banking system. A perpetual bond 
of  €455 million (33 percent of GDP) was issued to compensate the public bank Cassa di Risparmio di San 
Marino (CRSM) for past losses. At the same time, CRSM’s liquidity was increased to a reasonable level by the 
early repayment of a €94 million bond by the government”.  
CRSM showed a remarkable ability to respond to stimuli from the external environment in 2021. The Business 
Plan, drawn up in-house in autumn 2020, was subject to an internal review, aimed at taking into account 
significant exogenous elements that have repercussions on the bank's management and expected results. 
Reference is made, in particular, to the recurrence of the pandemic in 2021, to the difficulties recorded at the 
level of the banking system in the renegotiation of the National Collective Labor Agreement - which expired in 
2010 - and the complexities recorded in the onboarding of customers residing in certain foreign countries.  
CRSM, therefore, in line with the business plan approved by the Shareholders, in the course of 2021 has resumed 
generating value for the shareholder, thus creating the conditions for a renewed profitability, in line with 
expectations. 
The main drivers of value creation activated during the closing year are outlined below. 
Firstly, the bank carried out a careful and incisive management of non-performing loans, implementing more 
dynamic and articulated strategies with vision and competence in the management and recovery of positions 
classified as non-performing for many years.  
Secondly, during the year CRSM created and put in place greater protection against the various business risks, 
effectively and efficiently managing pre-existing critical issues. In particular, after having introduced additional 
monitoring for liquidity risk (developed internally by the Structure) in late 2020, a number of new procedures were 
implemented aimed at better monitoring interest rate risk and specific procedures were designed for the 
onboarding and monitoring of non-resident customers.  In addition, in line with the above-mentioned commercial 
development policies, the AML controls, which are already fully compliant, were further refined in order to ensure 
an even more constant and precise control of operational risks. 
 
Another significant driver of value creation is represented by a more effective and direct management of the 
Delta Group by CRSM. In particular, in fiscal year 2021, the bank decided to exercise the option under Article 
2.7 of the Delta Restructuring Agreement pursuant to Art. 182bis of the Italian Bankruptcy Law (hereinafter 182bis 
Agreement), as well as to make an offer to purchase all the residual receivables from customers of the former 
financial companies of the Delta Group, in order to be able to manage them in a more dynamic and less costly 
manner, with particular regard to the healthcare receivables of the Said Factor portfolio (See section “The 2021 
evolution: the exercise of the option pursuant to art. 2.7 of the 182bis Agreement and the residual offer on loans 
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to customers”). This strategic choice will undoubtedly have positive repercussions also in the coming years, as 
it has been implemented with the objective of careful management aimed at maximizing the possibility of 
recovery. 
As regards the organizational structure, in 2021 CRSM continued the process of rationalization of the workforce, 
on a like-for-like basis, reducing the workforce by a further two units compared to 2020 and recording a further 
reduction in personnel expenses. Administrative body costs were also further reduced by approximately 10% 
during the year. 
CRSM is aware that the level of competition in the retail and corporate segments increased during the year. In 
particular, technological innovation and the offer of a wide range of products and services online, at low costs 
and with highly usable mobile applications, represents a threat also for San Marino banks, whose operations are 
mostly linked to their local area. The bank, therefore, has deemed it appropriate to invest in diversifying its 
customers, also trying to attract customers from abroad. At the same time, as part of the strengthening of the 
bank's internationalization process, a special International Relations Office was created, whose mission is to 
manage and develop relations with non-resident counterparts. The investment made in the creation of an internal 
structure dedicated to non-resident customers generated positive effects in the financial year just ended, leading 
to an increase in deposits from non-resident customers, despite the restrictions on travel imposed by the 
regulations on the pandemic emergency and the fact that the bank is evaluating the best way to start up this 
service, in compliance with the regulations in force. Interaction with foreign customers also took the form of 
support for the institutional activities of the San Marino Aeronautical Registry, enabling banking operations as 
required by law for some of the companies that have registered aircraft in the Republic. Finally, in 2021 CRSM 
was authorized to start up two representative offices abroad, soon to be opened. 
In 2021, the bank promoted numerous actions aimed at rationalizing the perimeter of the Group (See section 
“Group structure and performance”) through the disposal of investee companies that are no longer strategic, with 
a view to reducing charges for the Parent Company - which for many years has been called upon to cover the 
losses of investee companies - and creating value for the shareholder, including through the establishment of a 
new company dedicated to better monitoring the bank's important asset represented by Centro Azzurro. In 
particular, in the year 2021, evaluations were carried out on the investee company Carisp SG - which since it 
became part of the Carisp Group has never reached economic equilibrium - aimed at its valorization through a 
willingness to sell. Given that all strategic investee companies - with the exception of Banka Kovanica D.D., 
whose performance during the year was better than expected - recorded losses and do not contribute to the 
current strategic design of CRSM in a concrete and tangible way, it is believed that further efforts to simplify the 
Group's perimeter must necessarily be implemented in the 2022 financial year. 
During the year under review, the bank launched in-depth studies aimed at expanding its distribution channels, 
with a view to offering customers operating methods in line with the times and with those offered by competitors. 
Following numerous discussions with the various parties involved, it was clarified that the bank will be able to 
open online current accounts for parties resident in San Marino and for counterparties resident in countries where 
the opening of online accounts does not constitute local banking. 
Despite the remediation process carried out during 2021, CRSM is aware of the many challenges and possible 
critical issues that could affect the bank in the near future. Among the various elements of uncertainty, it is worth 
mentioning the negotiations regarding the renewal of the national collective contract, the timing of the 
rationalization process of the Delta Group, as well as the timing of the completion of the modernization of the 
regulatory framework regarding the custody of crypto assets, and the growing competition from Italian 
intermediaries and high-tech competitors (fintech).  
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GROUP STRUCTURE AND INVESTMENTS PERFORMANCE 
 
CRSM is the parent company of the “Cassa di Risparmio Group”, governed by CBSM Regulation 2014 - 03. 
CRSM's directly held companies included in the Group framework are 9, including a Croatian bank and the 
holding company, which in turn holds the stake in Delta S.p.A.. The associated companies (3) are companies 
providing support services to the banking business, while the other investee companies (2) include CBSM and 
SGCD S.p.A., the latter held as a result of the determinations of the 182-bis Agreement concerning the Delta 
Group. 
 
The structure of the main shareholdings held directly by CRSM as of 31/12/2021 is broken down in the table 
below. 
 
 

 
 
CRSM coordinates and controls the entire Group and, following the appointment of the new Board of Directors 
in June 2020, the governance of the subsidiaries associated with the Delta Group was supervised, with particular 
regard to Sviluppo Investimenti Estero S.p.A. and River Holding S.p.A. (the latter being an indirect subsidiary). 
In order to comply with current legislation regarding the reduction of all costs of state-controlled companies, 
CRSM officially asked its subsidiaries to pursue an objective of containing all administrative costs, with a 
consequent reduction in the cost/income ratio, in line with that implemented by the Parent Company. 
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Group companies 
 
Banka Kovanica D.D. (99.69% owned), with its registered office in Varaždin (Croatia) 
Banka Kovanica D.D. is a commercial bank under Croatian law, subject to the supervision of the Croatian 
National Bank. 
The subsidiary continued its positive path in the year under review, recording yet another profitable close.  
Overall, in the 2021 financial year it recorded an operating result of € 5.1 million (+12.4%) for a cost/income ratio 
of 49.1%, a further improvement on the previous year (51.4%), and a pre-tax result of € 3.7 million (+83.9%), for 
a profitability (ROE before tax: 19.2%) that reflects both the resilience of the so-called core revenues (net interest 
and net commissions) and the lower cost of risk in the post-pandemic scenario. Moreover, this result benefits 
from the temporary suspension of the contribution to the interbank deposit protection fund. 
Banka Kovanica continues to record further significant improvement in key risk metrics, with ratios better than 
the average for the Croatian banking system. 
As of 31/12/2021, total assets stood at € 205.4 million (+13.0%) and equity at € 22.0 million. 
The new 2022 - 2024 Business Plan, while maintaining a diligent cost discipline and high profitability of equity 
despite the continuing margin squeeze, confirms a sustained but selective growth in lending, both to optimize 
credit risk-weighted assets and to diversify asset classes, with an increasing incidence of corporates. In 
particular, there is a preference for loans to businesses assisted by state guarantees as part of the programs for 
financing fixed and working capital fed by European Funds, while new consumer credit production will continue 
to focus on the assignment of one-fifth of salary and pension or with mortgage guarantees. Finally, it prefigures 
a dividend distribution policy of 50% of profit, except for the 2021 dividend which will be distributed consistently 
with the Business Plan estimates ( HRK 7.1) million for supervisory reasons. 
The Supervisory Committee, in light of the business restructuring and revitalization promoted by the management 
in office since 2014, which places Bank Kovanica at the top of the sample of small Croatian banks in terms of 
return on capital and credit quality, resolved to renew the three-year term of office of the Management Board. 
 
Nekretnine Plus d.o.o. (100% owned), with registered office in Varaždin (Croatia) 
A company under Croatian law set up by CRSM in 2013, its purpose is the recovery of loans from Croatian 
debtors, even in court, largely backed by mortgages on assets located in Croatia. In 2021 there were no 
extraordinary operational events. In June, the independent auditor certified the financial statements as of 
31/12/2020 with an unqualified opinion. The company continued to monitor credit, implemented with the support 
of the Parent Company, and during the year it collected €2.1 million, mainly through an agreement for the sale 
of an impaired loan. 
The company closed the 2021 financial statements with a loss of €717 thousand. CRSM has for some time been 
making prudential provisions on the receivable from Nekretnine for a total of €9.8 million against which, during 
the period of preparation of these financial statements, it resolved the partial waiver of the receivable with the 
aim of restoring positive equity and, consequently, to ensure the company can continue as a going concern. 
 
Azzurro Gestioni S.r.l. (100% owned ), with registered office in the Republic of San Marino 
Azzurro Gestioni S.r.l. was set up by CRSM with a deed dated 28/05/2021 and registered in the General Register 
of Companies on 21/06/2021 with the aim of managing the Azzurro Shopping Center, as highlighted in the 
company's object.  
In fact, this shopping center, the largest in terms of size in the Republic of San Marino, after a discreet debut, 
has been in a state of decline for years. 
CRSM, which owns 72.6% of the shares in the shopping center (including, for about half of the above percentage, 
the performing leases), intended to take on - through Azzurro Gestioni - an active role in the management, aimed 
at its relaunch, and at the same time promoting the sale and/or rental of spaces, in order to maximize the bank's 
investment.  The redevelopment and relaunching plan of the center has already been approved, aimed at making 
it safe and redefining its vocation and identity as a shopping and service center with high added value for the 
territory of San Marino and its surroundings.  
The completion of the payment of the share capital was completed on 03/08/2021.In the second half of 2021 the 
first invoices were issued to the individual condominiums, as approved by the shareholders' meeting of 
16/10/2021, to start the works for the renovation and relaunching of the Blue Shopping Center. 
The 2021 budget closes with a break-even result as the company's expenses, by their nature, are fully recovered 
from the owners and tenants. 
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San Marino Asset Management S.p.A. in voluntary liquidation (100% owned), with registered office in the 
Republic of San Marino 
San Marino Asset Management S.p.A. (hereinafter also briefly SMAM) was the financial and fiduciary company 
of the Asset Banca group, acquired by CRSM with a deed of transfer of assets and liabilities, finalized on 
27/10/2017. As part of the reorganization of the shareholding structure, CRSM, as the sole shareholder, resolved 
to voluntarily liquidate the company, which has now essentially come to an end; in fact, on 20/12/2021 the 
Shareholders' Meeting resolved to approve the final liquidation financial statements, giving the Liquidator a 
mandate to proceed with the request to remove the company from the public register. 
This has led to the distribution of €2,246,353 to the sole shareholder CRSM, against a book value of the equity 
investment in CRSM's financial statements of €1,970,474, resulting in a capital gain for the difference, net of 
provisions; these have been made for €20,000 in a fund dedicated to investee companies, intended to meet 
possible subsequent expenses, referring to the company disbarred in the meantime.  
 
Asset Broker S.r.l. in liquidation (100% owned), with registered office in the Republic of San Marino 
The company Asset Broker S.r.l., incorporated on 31/08/1998, registered under number 1783 in the Register of 
Companies of the Republic of San Marino, was acquired by CRSM in October 2017, as a result of the Deed of 
Transfer of the legal relationships of Asset Banca S.p.A. in LCA to CRSM. The company has never carried out 
operational activities since, prior to the finalization of the aforementioned Deed, the Commissioner of the Law, 
by Decree dated 12/09/2017, had ex officio ordered the liquidation of the company, providing for the appointment 
of the liquidator. 
 
Carisp SG S.p.A. (100% owned, previously known as Asset SG S.p.A.), with registered office in the 
Republic of San Marino 
The company specialises in collective investment services, mainly by setting up and managing open-ended and 
closed-end mutual funds under San Marino law. 
On behalf of the Parent Company, Carisp SG is the product factory for the open-ended mutual funds governed 
by San Marino law intended for retail customers, known as the CARISP GLOBAL BOND Fund, a global bond 
fund, and the CARISP DYNAMIC Fund, a flexible balanced fund.  
The company intervenes in the financial management of the products, while the distribution activity is reserved 
to the Parent Company, which subscribes the funds in question in its own name and on behalf of third parties 
according to the “indirect placement” method.  
Carisp SG also carries out important instrumental activities for the Parent Company through the implementation 
of the following activities: 

- centralized management of debt collection in the following closed-end funds reserved for the Parent 
Company: 

 Fondo ASSET NPL, consisting of the non-performing loans acquired following the transfer of BCS 
to Asset Banca; 

 Fondo AB NPL, consisting of non-performing loans acquired following the sale of Asset Banca to 
CRSM; 

- «collective» management of CRSM's products called Conto Previdente and Conto Previdente Plus. 
As regards the NPL Funds in particular, it is worth highlighting the profitable activity carried out by the NPL Unit 
of Carisp SG, which led to collections in 2021 of €1.2 million for the ASSET NPL Fund and €2.2 million for the 
AB NPL Fund, respectively, over 213% and 86% of the collections recorded in the previous year. This led to a 
positive operating result for both Funds in 2021, amounting to +€342,412 for the ASSET NPL Fund and 
+€423,057 for the AB NPL Fund. 
The beginning of 2021 was marked by the reorganization of the administrative body, which went from 5 to 3 
members.  
From an income point of view, the main economic component of Carisp SG, which distinguishes its core 
business, is linked to management fees charged by the funds, and retail funds in particular. The result obtained 
in 2021 (€119,736) is in line with the values for 2020. 
In 2021 Carisp SG renegotiated the economic conditions of the outsourcing contract, signed with the Parent 
Company, for the provision of general services, reaching a new economic agreement with effect from the 
beginning of the second quarter of 2021. The economic benefit due to this renegotiation is €4,650 per year for 
the SG and €13,700 for each of the two NPL Funds. The reduction in the number of members, from 5 to 3, of the 
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administrative body also had a positive impact on the result for the year, which fell from -€72,209 in 2020 to -
€58,474 in 2021 (-19%). 
 

Carisp Immobiliare S.r.l. (100% owned), with registered office in the Republic of San Marino 
Carisp Immobiliare S.r.l. carries out the management of a lot of properties formerly hosting Asset Banca's 
branches, in particular the offices located in Via Tre Settembre and at Central Square in Domagnano, as well as 
a villa in Formello (RM).  
In the course of 2021, following the approval of the 2020 financial statements by the Shareholders, the same 
resolved to appoint a new sole director, identified within the staff of CRSM.  
The company's activities, in continuity with the previous year, focused not only on the operational management 
of the properties owned, but also on the management of negotiations aimed at the possible sale of the same as 
well as the search for additional sources of profitability of the properties. In fact, the company can currently count 
on reduced sources of income against determined fixed costs. 
The properties owned, due to their specific characteristics, are difficult to place on the market and for one of them 
there are critical issues, currently being examined by the competent technicians, the resolution of which could 
entail considerable cost increases. 
As a result of the above, the 2021 financial statements closed with a loss of €238 thousand and net equity of 
€3.2 million against share capital of €3.4 million. The situation highlighted puts the Shareholder in charge of the 
reasons of opportunity regarding future scenarios. 
 
Sviluppo Investimenti Estero S.p.A. - hereinafter also referred to as SIE - (100% owned), with registered 
office in Bologna 

The company is a wholly-owned subsidiary of CRSM and its purpose is to manage investments in companies 
under Italian law. In particular, it owns 98.93% of Delta S.p.A.. 
The subsidiary no longer has any direct employees having terminated their last employment relationship in May 
2019 as part of a group restructuring, and does not record any other significant operating costs other than 
administrative, legal and real estate lease fees. 
The company is managed by a board of directors consisting of three members appointed in July 2020 who will 
remain in office until the Shareholders' Meeting called for the financial statements for the year ended as of 31 
December 2022. As far as operational activities are concerned, these concern the management of the equity 
investment in Delta S.p.A., the supervision of the voluntary liquidation of Rent Autonoleggio S.r.l., which has 
reached its final stages, and Agata Fid S.r.l., the management of the property in Bologna leased to third parties 
and, finally, through the specially appointed lawyers, the activities for the recovery of receivables recorded in the 
financial statements.  
As regards the liquidations in progress, the procedures relating to both subsidiaries have essentially been 
completed and, compatibly with the general context, are expected to be finalized in the coming months. 
The company's debt is largely concentrated with CRSM and, with regard to this specific exposure, it indirectly 
represents the value of the investment in Delta, the coverage of which is guaranteed by the value adjustment 
made to the aforesaid receivable due from CRSM and posted among amounts due from customers. For this 
reason, the financial commitment necessary to support SIE's assets in order to ensure its business continuity is 
confirmed also for 2021.  
The 2021 Financial Statements are not currently available, as the company has exercised its right to call a 
General Meeting for approval within 180 days of the end of the financial year, as provided for in article 2364, 
paragraph 2, and art. no. 2478 bis of the Italian Civil Code. 
The provisional financial statements, however available, show a loss of over one million euros. 
 
Main share held through SIE: Delta Group  
CRSM exercises management and coordination over Delta S.p.A. and, consequently, over all companies directly 
or indirectly controlled by the latter, through its Italian subsidiary SIE S.p.A. with sole shareholder. 
As of 31/12/2021 the Delta Group is composed as follows: 
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The Delta Group has reached the final phase of the 182bis Agreement and the objective of the administrative 
bodies and management of Delta S.p.A., therefore, remains the completion of the liquidation of the former 
financial entities and the maximization of the remaining assets of the entire Group. 
The organizational structure has been downsized in its workforce, following a redundancy incentive campaign 
held between June and September 2021, which led to the resignation of 9 employees, including 1 resource in a 
top position who resigned without incentive and the others with incentives of between 8 and 10 monthly 
payments.  
This is in consideration of the reduction in collection and recovery activities, which are now carried out residually 
for the portfolios of ex-financial companies (subject to sale to CRSM in January 2022) and from 1/11/2021 have 
been drastically reduced (by more than 80%) for the portfolio already sold to Rubicon (Arcade Project), following 
the further sale by Rubicon itself of the same portfolio to Ifis Npl.  Servicing contracts (“Mandate Agreements”) 
remain in place with Rubicon for a small part of the portfolio itself and with SPV Project ABS for the management 
of part of the Cart4 portfolio.  
As of 31/12/2021 the Delta Group as a whole has 39 employees.  
River Holding has 26 employees, while Delta S.p.A. has 10 employees, Adale Sistemi S.r.l. has 2 employees 
and, the only one among the former financial companies, Plusvalore has 1 employee, entirely seconded to 
SGCD.  
 
As a result of the reorganization underway and the changed future scenarios that have emerged, including 
following the sale of the entire residual portfolio of receivables due from clients of the former financial companies, 
the companies of the Delta Group have availed themselves of the option provided for in art. no. 2364 paragraph 
2, as well as art. no. 2478 bis of the Italian Civil Code, to approve the financial statements at the Shareholders' 
Meeting within one hundred and eighty days of the end of the financial year. 
 
The Financial Statements of Delta S.p.A. 2020 showed the following results:  

- net book equity €59.13 million;  
- net loss for the year of €529 thousand; 
- total assets €75.59 million;  

Consequently, the business closed with a loss, as already anticipated during the budget phase, and was primarily 
influenced by personnel costs and the inevitable necessary structure management charges.  
 
The subsidiary River Holding closed the year with a loss (down € 837 thousand). River's shareholders, Delta 
(95%) and CRSM (5%), covered this loss net of the use of available reserves. They also agreed to capital support 
for the year 2021, due to the drafting of a “2021-2022 Programmatic Plan” on cost containment with the 
maximization of revenues from services, also providing for the payment, as an available reserve, and pro-rata of 
the loss in progress accrued until 30/09/2021. 
The 2021 financial year marked an important phase in the Delta Group's rationalization and simplification 
process. In particular, CRSM and the subsidiary River Holding exercised the option under article 2.7 of the 182bis 
Agreement, and CRSM acquired the residual portfolio of loans to customers already held by the former financial 
companies of the Delta Group. 
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Lastly, in addition to this, there is the ruling of the Court of Forlì which, with reference to the Varano Trial, in 
December 2021 ordered the file to be returned to the Public Prosecutor, cancelling the summons for trial. CRSM, 
assisted by its lawyers, is following the matter with the utmost attention. 
For further information and more analytical details regarding these two fundamental events, reference should be 
made to the section of this Report entitled “Effects of the Delta Group Restructuring Plan”. 
 
Associated companies and other investee companies 
 
Centro Servizi S.r.l. (33.33% owned), with registered office in the Republic of San Marino 
The main functions carried out by the subsidiary concern the POS and ATM Terminal Manager (GT) service - 
dealing with authorization bodies and managing accounting flows - and the design and implementation of 
solutions for the management of payment transactions with physical and virtual POS and ATM withdrawals. 
Moreover, exclusively for CRSM, Centro Servizi manages the San Marino payment circuit with CARTAZZURRA 
debit card. 
In 2021, the company began the installation of next-generation POS equipped with the Android operating system 
with a graphical user interface that allows for a quick and easy shopping experience. The use of POS with Android 
operating system expands and facilitates the possibilities of development of innovative applications, including 
the acceptance of payment instruments belonging to oriental circuits, with particular reference to Alipay.  
The company also provides, on an exclusive basis, the POS terminal management service for the SMaC Card 
circuit, of which it owns the license for the management software. In this area, in 2021 work was carried out on 
the porting of the SMaC operations management application to the new generation POS, equipped with the 
Android operating system. At the same time, the cell phone payment method was implemented, which allows 
the dematerialization of the SMaC card. 
Moreover, a procedure has been set up that allows the cards to be recharged from the ATMs of San Marino 
banks, managed by Centro Servizi. Thanks to this, users will have at their disposal recharge instruments that are 
always operational and widely diffused throughout the Republic.  
The company's 2021 accounting data, in the absence to date of an approved financial statement, show a positive 
result for the year. 
 
S.S.I.S. S.p.A. (50% owned), with registered office in the Republic of San Marino 
The company provides facility management services for information systems, technological infrastructures and 
centralized services. Together with the management activities of the processing and telecommunications 
infrastructure, provided both to member banks and to customers, SSIS provides back office services for portfolio 
management, physical archiving and document search. 
The activities carried out in 2021 were developed by pursuing, first of all, the objectives of rationalization of 
internal management processes and careful management of operating costs, while at the same time seeking 
opportunities for business development, through the acquisition of important new customers in the areas of back-
office (dematerialization of paper documents) and management of paper archives, based on the services already 
offered to members. 
The company made important investments during the year to renew the fleet of servers available to members 
and to improve the infrastructural connection network, as well as providing its important technical-architectural 
contribution to the aspects linked to the design and implementation of the new information system. 
In 2021, an advanced proprietary Artificial Intelligence software system combined with OCR (called “OCR BrAIn”) 
was developed internally, developed to meet the processing needs of the bulletins of the Central Bank of the 
Republic of San Marino, but which can be easily adapted to other types of forms. The development was carried 
out entirely "in house" with our own resources, as we have staff capable of dealing with innovative problems 
never dealt with before. 
The Financial Statements as of 31/12/2021 show a result for the year with a profit of about € 8 thousand. 
 
BKN301 S.p.A. (4.35% owned), with registered office in the Republic of San Marino 
The company was established - with authorization from the Central Bank of the Republic of San Marino on 
November 3, 2015 - as Istituto di Pagamento Sammarinese (San Marino Payment Institution) with the aim of 
providing issuing and acquiring services for credit and debit card payments.  
The 2021 financial year saw the installation of a new board of directors that has launched a business plan focused 
on expansion in the San Marino market and especially in foreign markets. The plan provides for major capital 
reinforcements over time to provide adequate financial support for growth policies. In 2021, in line with the 
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company's business plan, a capital increase of €3 million was carried out, in which CRSM did not wish to 
participate as it is strategically positioned in other lines of business. 
During the year the company set up a system for accepting credit card payments on self-service devices 
connected to petrol stations. The intervention made it possible to provide an important service to fuel retailers 
and was funded by BKN301. 
In 2021 the company activated commercial initiatives mainly focused on the development of the MC Debit product 
in San Marino. Promotional campaigns were launched with the public, including a competition with prizes 
dedicated to cardholders, with the aim of extending the number of users. Initiatives were launched to encourage 
the sale of payment cards to distributor banks with the aim of increasing the market share of MC Debit cards 
issued by BKN301. All the activities were carried out on the initiative of BKN301, with the collaboration and 
support of MasterCard. 
The company's result, as provided for in the multi-year business plan, is affected by the initial phase of strong 
investments whose profits will be visible in future years. 
The 2021 Financial Statements close with a loss of €783 thousand. 

Relations with subsidiaries and the controlling shareholder  

Specific contracts for the provision of services are in place with the investee companies Centro Servizi S.r.l., 
SSIS S.p.A. and, since 2017, with the company BKN301 S.p.A. (formerly T.P.@Y. S.p.A.). In 2021, the activities 
for the benefit of the subsidiary Carisp SG continued, regulated by specific outsourcing contracts for (i) the 
delegated management of control activities (Internal Auditing, Compliance, Risk Management, Anti-Money 
Laundering Officer), (ii) the provision of general services (legal advice, (ii) the provision of general services (legal 
consultancy, accounting consultancy and Central Risk Service, IT consultancy and assistance, mailing service, 
purchasing and logistics), (iii) communication and marketing activities and, finally, (iv) administration and 
personnel management activities, albeit with a considerable rationalization of tasks. 
Transactions with the controlling shareholder and with subsidiaries are part of the Bank's ordinary operations, 
conducted on an arm's length basis. 
 
In particular, relations with the Most Excellent Chamber of the Republic of San Marino - CRSM's sole shareholder 
- are conducted on an arm's length basis and are represented by receivables and payables due from and to 
customers for relations with counterparties attributable to the State, or in the form of guarantees issued on behalf 
of third parties and in favour of CRSM in relation to subsidized housing and agricultural loans.  
 
Details of financial relations with investee companies are provided in Tables 6.6 and 6.7 of the Explanatory Notes 
to the Financial Statements. 
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GOVERNANCE AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 

Organizational structure chart 

 
The organizational structure chart in force as of 31/12/2021 is shown below: 
 

  
 
Compared to the previous year, the organizational chart as of 31 December 2021 shows the following changes: 

- establishment of the International Relations Office reporting to the Deputy General Manager, Commercial 
and Credit, with the specific objective of managing non-EU customers; 

- renaming of the Cost Management - Purchasing and Logistics Service as the Purchasing and Logistics 
Service; 

- transfer of Cost Management responsibilities within the Planning - Management Control and Cost 
Management Department; 

- transfer of the Foreign Goods Service to the Deputy General Manager for Administration and Finance; 
- renaming of the Marketing - External Communications & Business Planning Office to Marketing and 

Business Planning Office. 
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HUMAN RESOURCES 
 

As of 31/12/2021, the actual workforce consisted of a total of 99 employees, a reduction of 2 employees 
compared to 12/31/2021. In the course of 2021, CRSM, pursuant to and for the purposes of Law 23/1977 and 
subsequent amendments and additions, continued the staff reduction activity that from 2018 to 2020 had already 
affected 22 employees. In 2021, a further 9 employees were able to benefit from the benefits provided for in 
terms of social redundancy and early retirement benefits. Of the aforementioned 9 employees, 7 permanently 
terminated their employment with CRSM on 30/06/2021, with unworked notice beginning on 01/03/2021, while 
the remaining 2 employees terminated their employment on 31/10/2021 with notice beginning on 1/08/2021.  
The headcount registered 10 terminations, including one due to voluntary resignation, and 8 new hires, including 
1 on temporary contracts, 4 on the basis of a duly issued call for applications, 1 to cover activities that would 
otherwise not be covered, and 2 to replace staff who resigned voluntarily during the current year and at the end 
of the previous year. 
 

HUMAN RESOURCES COMPOSITION 

  2018 % 2019 % 2020 % 2021 % 
2020-2021 
changes 

2017-2021 
changes 

Officers/Executives 6 4.2% 4 3.1% 4 4.0% 4 4.0% 0 0.00% -2 -33.33% 

Central unit employees 75 52.8% 63 49.6% 60 59.4% 60 60.6% 0 0.00% -15 52.80% 

Auxiliary staff 2 1.4% 2 1.6% 1 1.0% 0 0.0% -1 -100.00% -2 1.40% 

Office Employees    83 58.5% 69 54.3% 65 64.4% 64 64.6% -1 -1.54% -19 58.50% 

Sales Network Employees             59 41.5% 58 45.7% 36 35.6% 35 35.4% -1 -2.78% -24 41.50% 

Resources on permanent contracts  114 80.3% 103 81.1% 101 100.0% 98 99.0% -3 -2.97% -16 80.30% 

Resources on fixed-term contracts 28 19.7% 24 18.9% 0 0.0% 1 1.0% 1   -27 19.70% 

Total employees  142 100.0% 127 100.0% 101 100.0% 99 100.0% -2 -1.98% -43 100.00% 

 
An analysis of the distribution of employees by age bracket reveals a slight increase compared to the previous 
year in the range between 46 and 50 (22.20%), followed by the range between 51 and 55 (23.20%), a reduction 
between 31 and 35 (4%) and between 56 and 60 (3%). The number of resources included in the range between 
36 and 40 years remained unchanged. Access to the benefits provided for redundancy and early retirement 
benefits led to a gradual reduction in the number of workers in the age bracket 
 

AGE DISTRIBUTION 

  2018 2019 2020 2021 

YEARS 
No. of 

employees  % 
No. of 

employees  % 
No. of 

employees % 
No. of 

employees % 
up to 21 years 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

from 22 to 25 years 1 0.7% 1 0.8% 0 0.0% 1 1.0% 

from 26 to 30 years 3 2.1% 2 1.6% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

from 31 to 35 years 20 14.1% 11 8.7% 7 6.9% 4 4.0% 

from 36 to 40 years 26 18.3% 28 22.0% 18 17.8% 18 18.2% 

from 41 to 45 years 31 21.8% 31 24.4% 29 28.7% 28 28.3% 

from 46 to 50 years 25 17.6% 20 15.7% 18 17.8% 22 22.2% 

from 51 to 55 years 28 19.7% 27 21.3% 21 20.8% 23 23.2% 

from 56 to 60 years 8 5.6% 7 5.5% 8 7.9% 3 3.0% 

over 60 years 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

TOTAL 142 100.0% 127 100.0% 101 100.0% 99 100.0% 

 
As regards the level of education, the percentage of employees with a university degree stands at 44%, an 
increase compared with previous years, primarily due to the effect of staff reductions that saw a greater number 
of staff with a high school diploma leave and the recruitment - by virtue of a specific call for applications - of 
qualified personnel.  
 

SCHOOLING 

EDUCATIONAL 
QUALIFICATION 

2018 2019  2020 2021 

  
No. of 

employees % 
No. of 

employees % 
No. of 

employees % 
No. of 

employees % 
University degree 50 35% 46 36% 40 40% 44 44% 

High school certificate 89 63% 78 61% 59 58% 55 56% 

Middle school certificate 3 2% 3 2% 2 2% 0 0% 

TOTAL 142 100% 127 100% 101 100% 99 100% 
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The information in the previous tables, when properly combined, provides information on the schooling rate of 
employees as a function of age. Analysis of the data reveals that the majority of graduates, who make up 44.44% 
of the total workforce, are between 41 and 45 years of age (31.8% of total graduates), followed by the age ranges 
between 46 and 50 (25% of total graduates). The age ranges between 36 and 40 and 51 and 55 respectively 
express the same percentage of graduates out of the total (18.20%). 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Approximately 413 hours of training were provided during 2021, representing an average of approximately 4.25 
hours per employee per year. Training hours mirrored those of 2020, down significantly from previous years, 
primarily due to the pandemic situation that continued in 2021 to negatively impact activities that assume an in-
person meeting. 
CRSM provided the usual annual update on anti-money laundering that involved all employees, with additional 
specific training for senior management and in a manner compatible with the ongoing health emergency. Hours 
of training were dedicated to safety in the workplace (first aid and fire prevention).  
From a commercial point of view, training sessions were held with the collaboration of an external consultant, in 
order to help the sales network improve its commercial approach and internal leadership. These meetings were 
attended by Branch Managers and Vice Managers, as well as Corporate and Private Managers. 
CRSM also promoted a further strengthening of training on credit matters, already undertaken in 2020, making 
use of the collaboration of qualified teachers from ABI Formazione. The training focused in particular on the 
monitoring of loans to businesses in the current post-pandemic context and the problems generated by the health 
emergency and the difficulties in granting credit in general. These courses were undertaken for employees in the 
Credit Area, with training editions divided according to the employees' previous knowledge of credit matters. 
 
Sector and specialist projects were also developed, with staff taking part in seminars, masters and training events 
organized by external companies, such as, for example, a training event promoted by the San Marino Banking 
Association (ABS) dedicated to the functions of the Risk Management Office, an “Internal Audit Advanced Course” 
promoted by Abi Formazione and aimed at the bank's Internal Auditors and a master's degree, promoted by 
AICOM and lasting 8 days, which was attended by the departments most concerned with the identification and 
management of risks, controls, verification of materials and business lines.  
In compliance with the Privacy Law, also for 2021, CRSM signed up to specific training on the protection and 
processing of personal data, for the Network functions most exposed to the processing and management of 
personal data. 
CRSM participated, with two resources, in the professional course for the qualification of Trustee organized by 
the Academy of Trust of San Marino, aimed at obtaining the professional qualification of Trustee in San Marino. 
Today, therefore, CRSM boasts in its staff two colleagues qualified as Trustees.   
 

YEARS

No. of 

employee

s 

Of which 

graduate

s

%

No. of 

employee

s

Of which 

graduate

s

%

No. of 

employee

s

Of which 

graduate

s

%

No. of 

employee

s 

Of which 

graduate

s

%

up to 21 years 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0%

from 22 to 25 years 1 0 0.0% 1 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 1 2.3%

from 26 to 30 years 3 1 2.0% 2 1 2.2% 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0%

from 31 to 35 years 20 7 14.0% 11 3 6.5% 7 2 5.0% 4 1 2.3%

from 36 to 40 years 26 13 26.0% 28 14 30.4% 18 11 27.5% 18 8 18.2%

from 41 to 45 years 31 13 26.0% 31 12 26.1% 29 13 32.5% 28 14 31.8%

from 46 to 50 years 25 14 28.0% 20 12 26.1% 18 8 20.0% 22 11 25.0%

from 51 to 55 years 28 2 4.0% 27 3 6.5% 21 5 12.5% 23 8 18.2%

from 56 to 60 years 8 0 0.0% 7 1 2.2% 8 1 2.5% 3 1 2.3%

over 60 years 0 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0 0.0%

TOTAL 142 50 100.0% 127 46 100.0% 101 40 100.0% 99 44 100.0%

GRADUATES BY AGE BRACKETS

2018 2019 2020 2021
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It should also be pointed out that a training course, promoted and organized by ABS, is dedicated to the 
continuous updating of the Members of the Bodies of Administration and Control and of the management staff of 
banking institutions.  
 
As of 31/12/2021, there were 18 people registered in the Public Register of Financial Advisors of the Republic of 
San Marino, in the special section dedicated to employees of authorized persons who carry out off-site offers, as 
per Regulation 2014-01 “Regulation on financial promotion and off-site offers”, issued by CBSM and updated on 
171/05/2021; this measure regulates the professional exercise of the activity of financial advisor and the off-site 
offer of financial instruments and investment services in the territory of the Republic of San Marino.  
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INSTITUTIONAL AND SOCIAL INITIATIVES 
 

The 2021 financial year, despite the fact that the health emergency has continued to affect the habits of society, 
has not stopped CRSM's motivation to carry out initiatives for our Republic. 
Confirming itself as a historic point of reference for the community, CRSM tried to distinguish itself for its support 
of the territory by organizing and promoting initiatives and events, in compliance with emergency regulations, 
aimed at instilling a feeling of recovery and support for the community. 
As a result of the aforementioned situation, events were reduced and sponsorships were largely limited to the 
concession of the bank's spaces, as was the case for Natale delle Meraviglie. However, to mention just a few, 
support was given to the traditional Student Vigil and to the San Marino Choir, the latter for the customary end-
of-year concert, rescheduled for May 2022. 
 
On the occasion of the Tokyo 2020 Olympics, CRSM, as main sponsor of the San Marino National Olympic 
Committee, actively supported our athletes, who achieved a historic result for our country, winning 4 Olympic 
medals. 
Another important event at the sports level, held in San Marino in 2021, was the ATP Challenge Tour. On this 
occasion CRSM, in addition to ensuring a good visibility both internally and internationally, organized a side 
initiative for the allocation of tickets for the tournament, creating a good interaction with its customers. 
During the summer period, the “Festival Gentile”, an event based on the theme of kindness, was sponsored. The 
event included various meetings and activities in our Old Town, thus bringing vitality back to the Republic. 
Our Institute, moreover, renewed the relationships with the most important events already supported in the 
previous years, such as the “San Marino Comix”, which always has a good response in terms of presences in 
the territory, and the “Rassegna Musicale d'Autunno” (Autumn Musical Festival), which in 2020 had suffered an 
early stop due to the increase of contagions, and that this year has managed to organize the XXIII edition with 
performances at various theaters, finding a great appreciation by lovers of classical music and beyond. 
Remaining in the artistic field, CRSM had the opportunity to host the Mediterranean Biennial "School of Waters" 
at the exhibition hall of the SUMS building, with the presence of works by over 70 artists from 21 different 
countries. 
CRSM, moreover, continued to demonstrate that it is always close to young people and the world of sport by 
participating as Main Sponsor at the event “Sport in Fiera”, an event that, like every year, attracts a considerable 
influx of schoolchildren and students.  
CRSM invited those present (including Olympic medalists) to participate in the game “Blast Popper” (shooting 
with sponge balls on a board depicting our Republic) giving each player a CRSM water bottle and raffling a total 
prize of € 150 for the first three winners. 
 

TRADE INITIATIVES AND MARKETING ACTIVITIES 
 

In a complex context such as that of the second pandemic wave, our Institute continued to promote, also through 
periodic communications addressed to customers, the free and exclusive service of CRSM, Bancomat Pay®. 
Bancomat Pay® is a service that allows: 

 to transfer money between individuals; 
 make payments at affiliated merchants, also online; 

all in real time and via mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets.  
 
Visibility was given, also through social channels (facebook and instragram), to the ecobonuses in favor of: 

 the purchase of vehicles with low environmental impact; 
 energy requalification; 
 the purchase of electric bicycles with pedal assistance; 

with the possibility of access to subsidized financing. 
 
The sale of virtual POS and mutual funds managed by Carisp SG was promoted, also via social networks. 
 
As a result of the entry into force of Law 157/2021 n. 157, the CEO of CRSM held an interview with San Marino 
RTV as an in-depth analysis of the issue related to the securitization of receivables. 
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In September, CRSM renewed its website in collaboration with Mr. Apps S.r.l., renewing its graphics with a 
modern and attractive layout. 
Lastly, the development of foreign commercial activities was launched. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL, LOGISTIC AND RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
 

The guidelines of the organizational activities and the evolution of the IT infrastructure, aimed at the management 
and optimization of internal procedures, were oriented towards the development of new products and services, 
as well as the adaptation of banking procedures to the evolution of the legislative context. 
Particular attention was paid to the strengthening of IT systems dedicated to security in order to continue to 
protect the Bank and its customers against cyber threats. 
 
The following are the main development projects for 2021: 
 

- Payment Systems Area 
 Adaptation to the PSD2 Directive 

 the WWS OPEN API solution was activated, provided by Auriga S.p.A. as an integrated 
open banking platform, which allows both banks and third parties easier interconnection 
through the exposure of a series of software services that enable the functions required 
by the regulations;  

 Strong Customer Authentication (SCA) 

 the PlainPay solution was implemented for all of the approximately 9,500 web 
banking workstations, as a strong authentication tool for users, which increases 
the level of protection against unauthorized access. During the period of transition 
to the new procedure, a dedicated telephone assistance service was made 
available, enabling customers to adopt the new methods; 

 the SCA on online purchases for Mipiace prepaid cards was activated, using the 
services of SIA S.p.A.. 

 The project to issue and manage international MasterCard Debit cards via the BKN301 Payment 
Institution was completed. As part of the project, card reloading and information functions were 
made available on Welly.  

 New Check IBAN (checking of the correctness and existence of an IBAN) and electronic receipt 
functions were activated in the BancomatPAY service. 

 The SmartPos solution was implemented, an innovative product that provides merchants with all 
the advantages of the Android ecosystem. 
 

- Area structure rationalization interventions 
 In collaboration with the Commercial Area, the Bank's website was completely updated. 
 The procedure for collecting and managing proxies to operate on current accounts was optimized; 
 The banking application was prepared to manage consents to personal data processing, in 

accordance with the provisions of Law 171/2018 and the European GDPR Regulation. This 
intervention makes it possible to manage the consents given by customers in a computerized 
manner; 

 The software procedure for logging correspondence was implemented; 
 A feasibility study was carried out for the management of the prepaid account using the procedure 

dedicated to Accumulation Plans; 
 Analysis was prepared for the activation of Online Trading on the Internet Banking platform; 

 
- Anti-money laundering and reporting area 

 The procedure provided by Netech was implemented to enable the Bank to be independent in 
managing the updates required by regulations regarding high-risk countries; 

 Measures were implemented to allow a specific risk profile to be assigned to the Trust registries; 
 The Central Risk Reporting procedure has been brought into line with the provisions of the Central 

Bank Miscellaneous (Regulation 2021-01). 
 

 

- Logical Security Area 

 The measures provided for in the CBSM 2020-04 regulation were implemented, with particular 
reference to incident management and fraud reporting procedures; 
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 Third-party certification was obtained as required by SWIFT Security Attestation; 
 The new software system dedicated to managing physical access to the Bank's premises was 

implemented. 
 

The most important research activity of the year was the selection of the new Banking Information System. 
Gesbank, the current banking application, has reached the end of its lifecycle and the manufacturer has 
announced the end of support from January 2023. The offices of the Services Department were engaged in the 
search for a new solution that would provide the bank with a complete application capable of providing support 
for future business challenges that will certainly require an evolution and growth of the telematic services provided 
to customers and, more generally, a change in the interaction methods.  
 

In addition to business requirements, the target Information System must: 
 

 be compliant with San Marino regulations and manage the particularities of the Republic, including 
the ISS code used as a fiscal identifier, messages from the San Marino Interbank Network and 
reports to the supervisory authorities; 

 work on a hardware infrastructure resident in the territory of the Republic of San Marino. 

The outcome of the software selection, which involved the entire structure of the Bank, was the choice of the 
Platone solution, proposed by the company Enterprise SpA of Rome. The product has been positively evaluated 
as: 

 the presentations in which the structure participated made it possible to assess the completeness 
of the suite and the ability of the producing company to carry out its evolutions; 

 the product is based on modern and widespread technologies (Java environment and relational 
database) that allow efficient management without being tied to particular vendors; 

 the process of migrating and linking data from Gesbank to Plato is almost complete, as it was 
carried out by Enterprise for another bank; 

 the installation of Platone at another San Marino bank is planned, which will allow economies of 
scale; 

 the control management model in the Plato suite seemed to correspond to CRSM's needs; 
 the Plato code is developed by Enterprise with particular attention to the issue of IT security 

(OWASP standard, code review). 
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CONTROL SYSTEM 
 
The internal audit system is a fundamental element of the overall governance system and aims at ensuring that 
corporate activities are in line with corporate strategies and policies and are based on sound and prudent 
management principles. It consists of a set of rules, procedures and organizational structures that aim to ensure 
compliance with corporate strategies and the achievement of effectiveness and efficiency of business processes, 
the protection of the value of assets, the reliability and integrity of accounting and management information and 
the compliance of transactions with all applicable regulations. 
CRSM has structured its system of internal controls in such a way as to ensure that its activities are based on 
sound and prudent management and effective risk control, which is in line with strategies and enables the 
company to achieve its objectives in accordance with plans, procedures and internal regulations, as well as with 
the law and supervisory regulations.  
The controls involve the administrative bodies, the Board of Statutory Auditors, the Management and all the staff 
in the structure, with different roles, and are an integral part of the Bank's daily activities. 
 
The system of controls in CRSM is divided into three levels:  

- line controls (first level), aimed at ensuring the proper conduct of operations. These controls are carried 
out by the operational structures (e.g. hierarchical controls), incorporated into procedures or performed 
as part of back-office activities; 

- controls on risk management and compliance (second level), whose purpose is to check compliance with 
the limits assigned to the various operational functions, to check the compliance of corporate operations 
with the regulations, including self-regulation. They are entrusted to specific functions, in order to 
guarantee the separation between operational and control functions;  

- internal audit activities (third level), whose purpose is to assess the functionality of the overall internal 
control system and identify anomalous trends, violations of procedures and regulations. It is carried out 
continuously, periodically or on an exception basis, also through on-site audits by the Internal Auditing 
function. 

 
The Internal Auditing function reports directly to the Board of Directors and carries out its audits autonomously 
and on the basis of what is planned and approved by the Board in the Audit Plan.  
The second-level control functions - Risk Management, Compliance and Anti-Money Laundering, Anti-Money 
Laundering Officer - also report directly to the Board of Directors, in compliance with the regulations in force. 
 
The Internal Auditing function assists the Bank's organisation by carrying out independent and objective 
assurance and advisory activities aimed at improving overall effectiveness and efficiency, with particular regard 
to risk management, control and governance processes.  
This function has the task of analysing company processes, assessing their functional adequacy and the 
reliability of control mechanisms; reviewing the risk management process; verifying compliance with the limits 
provided for by the delegation mechanisms and ascertaining the correctness of operational processes, also with 
regard to specific irregularities.  
 
The Risk Management function deals with second-level controls in the field of risk management, and in particular 
it contributes to the definition of risk measurement methods, verifies compliance with the limits assigned to the 
various operational structures and checks the consistency of the operations of the individual production areas 
with the risk-return objectives assigned. The Risk Management function has an overall view of all the risks taken 
on by the Bank and more generally by the Group and brings the specific skills involved in the management of 
the various types of risk together, ensuring the promotion of a risk culture at corporate level. 
 
The Compliance and Anti-Money Laundering function carries out compliance checks with respect to the 
provisions of laws and regulations, contributing to the promotion of a corporate culture based on principles of 
honesty, correctness and compliance with the rules. On the basis of the results of the checks carried out, the 
aforesaid function urges the company units concerned to put in place suitable measures to regularise any 
anomalies; it also identifies the applicable rules on an ongoing basis, assessing their impact on company 
processes and procedures and verifying the presence of rules that effectively prevent violations or infringements 
of the rules in force. The Compliance and Anti-Money Laundering function is responsible for ensuring the 
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adequacy, functionality and reliability of the anti-money laundering measures in line with the provisions of the 
law and regulations as well as with the internal policies and procedures. 
 
As far as the Anti-money laundering officer (RIA) is concerned, he is in charge of managing the internal reports, 
of carrying out in-depth analysis on them, of analysing the transactions carried out by the customers in order to 
search for and acquire the information useful for the complete analysis of the movements and, if the conditions 
are met, he forwards the relevant information to the FIA. He acts as a liaison with the aforesaid Agency and 
promptly replies to any requests coming from them. Finally, he ensures that access to his archives is forbidden 
to unauthorized persons and is responsible for the confidentiality of the acquired documents and of the reports 
received. 
 

RISK MANAGEMENT POLICIES 
 

As far as the overall management of the risks to which it is exposed is concerned, CRSM has drawn up a map 
of significant risks, which provides the framework for assessing, measuring, monitoring and mitigating risks. To 
this end, it has identified all the relevant risks to which it is, or could be, exposed and which could affect its 
operations, the pursuit of its strategies and the achievement of its corporate objectives. For each type of risk 
identified, the relative sources of generation are identified (also for the purposes of the subsequent definition of 
the tools and methods to monitor the relative measurement and management) and the structures responsible for 
management. 
Strategic risks and the related monitoring and management methods are governed by specific internal 
regulations. 
As regards the monitoring and management of risks (credit, market, liquidity, interest rate, exchange rate, 
counterparty and operational risks), the Risk Committee met periodically to verify the level assumed by the risk 
indicators defined by the Board of Directors and to define any recovery strategies should the limits be exceeded. 
If the limits were exceeded, the Board of Directors was informed in accordance with the provisions of the Finance 
Regulations and the Credit Regulations regarding risks.  
 
CREDIT AND COUNTERPARTY RISK 

Credit risk is defined as the risk that, in the context of a credit transaction, the debtor fails, even partially, to meet 
its obligations to repay the principal and/or pay interest to its creditor. The definition of credit risk also includes 
the risk of debtor downgrading, i.e. the possibility that the creditworthiness of a counterparty turns out to be lower 
than the creditor's original estimate. 
The methods for managing and monitoring this risk are governed by the Credit Regulations in force from time to 
time. This document defines CRSM's policies on loan disbursement and sets out the guidelines for loan 
disbursement activities, the organisation of the loan process and the functions involved, and the related risks. 
More specifically, with regard to the strategic limits, the document sets out the definition, the permitted level, the 
methods of monitoring and the management of any excesses. 
The Prudential Supervision Regulations ( CBSM Regulation 2007-07) state that the bank must maintain a level 
of regulatory capital sufficient to cover 11% of total risk-weighted assets in relation to the risk of loss due to 
default by debtors. These credit risk weightings, applied to the exposure net of value adjustments, are 
differentiated on the basis of three parameters and, in particular, debtor counterparties, country risk and 
guarantees received.  
In order to focus more closely on the management and monitoring of doubtful loans, CRSM adopted the Doubtful 
Loans Regulations. This document defines the procedures for classifying, managing and evaluating doubtful 
loans. Loans with the status of “restructured”, “substandard” and “non-performing” are assigned to specific 
internal organizational units. In order to reduce the risk of generating doubtful loans and to analyse predictive 
signs of insolvency, checks are carried out on anomalous trends, with consequent communication to the 
organisational units responsible aimed at restoring correct operations. In the event that anomalies are found in 
the use of the credit lines for which it can be presumed that a regular trend will be resumed, the exposure is 
classified as “under observation”. 
The credit risk limits monitored by the Risk Management function regard: product sector, duration limits, limits on 
the maximum amount financed for mortgages with respect to the appraised value of the property, limits on 
unsecured loans, concentration limits, as well as specific limits on financial leasing transactions, such as duration, 
amount of the advance payment and amount of the final redemption. Monitoring is carried out by means of 
dedicated extractions, carried out by the IT system or on the basis of data extrapolated from the “Information 
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Obligations in the area of Prudential Supervision” report prepared and sent to the Supervisory Authority on a 
quarterly basis, in compliance with the provisions in force. Due to the significant presence of fixed assets, credit 
risk represents a strategic point of attention. 
 
Further controls aimed at monitoring credit risk are carried out by means of:  

- a tool for monitoring the composition of the credit portfolio and the trend of the main credit risk indicators, 
called “Credit Dashboard”, which is prepared and maintained by the Risk Management function on a 
monthly basis; 

- a procedure called “Anomalous Position Management” (hereinafter GPA), integrated into the banking 
information system, which allows constant monitoring of any anomalies in the performance of the 
customers entrusted, by means of a system of Early Warning Indicators, as well as the administrative 
management of non-performing positions through the collection, in the information system, of all the 
information relating to the individual case. The information collected through the GPA procedure is used 
by the Risk Management function for the purposes of checking the correct classification of loans and the 
appropriateness of existing adjustments, as well as the recovery process.  

 
Finally, CRSM carried out the preparation of an NPL Operating Plan, consistent with the Bank's Business Plan, 
with the aim of improving Asset Quality. As part of the plan, objectives were identified in terms of the level of the 
net NPL ratio, the coverage ratio of doubtful receivables, as well as improvements in the main indicators of 
deterioration of the receivables portfolio (Probability of Default, Danger Rate and Cure Rate). 
 
In addition to traditional lending activities, banks are normally exposed to position and counterparty risks with 
reference to securities transactions. To this end, CRSM defines appropriate strategic limits in terms of maximum 
exposure per individual security, per homogeneous categories of securities (e.g. by asset class, currency, 
geographical area, etc.) and per individual counterparty or banking group, the management and monitoring of 
which are governed by the Finance Regulations. 
 

MARKET AND EXCHANGE RATE RISK 

In managing its owned portfolio, the bank incurs market risks mainly due to the volatility of market rates and 
prices; possible fluctuations in the prices of purchased securities may generate actual losses (if the security is 
sold) or potential losses (mark-to-market valuation). 
In order to adequately manage and monitor this type of risk, in line with the level of available assets, CRSM has 
outlined policies in its Finance Regulations for the performance of the financial activities of treasury and securities 
portfolio management. The document sets out the structure of the finance process, the functions involved, the 
types of risk involved, the rules for the valuation of securities in the proprietary portfolio, the strategic limits and 
the related control methods. 
The Risk Management function is responsible for verifying the strategic limits defined in the Regulations and 
reports its findings to the Risk Committee, also informing the Board of Directors if they are exceeded. The market 
risk limits that are monitored by the Risk Management function concern the proprietary portfolio (securities and 
banks) and in particular the maximum acceptable loss, the VaR (Value at Risk) and the composition limits. 
Monitoring is carried out by means of market risk analyses (VaR, Duration) made available by a specific external 
Servicer and by means of extractions from the information system integrated with market data extrapolated from 
specific infoproviders. 
Furthermore, the Risk Management function is responsible for verifying compliance with the limit, defined in the 
Finance Regulations, relating to exchange rate risk. The monitoring concerns the level assumed by the open 
position in exchange rates. 
 
RATE RISK - BANKING PORTFOLIO  

The bank's financial statements are subject to the risk arising from fluctuations in interest rates. These 
fluctuations have an impact on both the profit and loss account and on the balance sheet, due to the different 
composition of assets and liabilities in terms of rate (fixed or variable) and in terms of repricing times.  
The Risk Management function monitors the above-mentioned interest rate risk by means of ALM (Asset Liability 
Management) models, both in the short term (impact on the interest margin) and in the medium to long term 
(impact on Equity), with the aim of measuring the impact of any fluctuations in market rates on the bank's income 
results and economic value. The analysis of interest rate risk is carried out on the basis of reports made available 
by a specific external Servicer. 
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The results of the monitoring of interest rate risk, if exceeded, are submitted to the Risk Committee, as well as 
to the Board of Directors. 
 
LIQUIDITY RISK 

An adequate level of liquidity is fundamental for the correct functioning of all the bank's operations both in the 
short and in the medium-long term. In order to deal with this risk, it is therefore advisable to have an adequate 
level of liquid assets or assets that can be readily liquidated, in the short term, and to have a correct ratio between 
assets and liabilities falling due in the medium-long term. The level of liquidity is also monitored by the 
Supervisory Authority, which for some time now has required banks to send a specific report on a weekly basis. 
CRSM has internally defined strategic limits whose management and monitoring is established by the Board of 
Directors in the Finance Regulations. The liquidity risk limits monitored by the Risk Management function are the 
coverage ratio of on-demand deposits and the liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) over a 30-day time horizon. The 
coverage ratio expresses the bank's ability to cope with any shortfall in on-demand deposits, while the LCR ratios 
high quality liquid assets to net cash outflows. The latter monitoring, implemented by the internal structure at the 
end of 2020, was defined by borrowing operating methods from international best practices.  
Monitoring is carried out on the basis of data extrapolated from the liquidity report sent to CBSM.  
The results of the liquidity risk monitoring were submitted to the Risk Committee as well as to the Board of 
Directors, in case of non-compliance with the established limit. 
 
OPERATIONAL RISK 

Operational risk is inherent to the banking business as it is generated across all business processes; the main 
sources of operational risk are attributable to possible internal fraud, information system malfunctions, 
professional obligations to clients or the nature or characteristics of the products offered. 
CRSM provided for the definition of responsibilities and organizational attributions articulated both on the top 
management bodies and on the company's organizational units, aimed at monitoring the risk in question. 
As part of its wider control activities, the internal audit function carries out specific, targeted checks on operational 
risks.  
 
In terms of capital absorption, the current regulations on Prudential Supervision ( CBSM Regulation 2007-07) 
provide for the application of the so-called Basel Basic Indicator Approach. Specifically, the minimum capital 
requirement is 15% of the average gross interest and other banking income for the last three years. 
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MANAGEMENT PERFORMANCE 
 
In order to provide a concise representation of the performance of the main balance sheet and profit and loss 
account aggregates, reclassified balance sheets and profit and loss accounts are provided. 
These statements form the basis for calculating management indicators which provide additional information on 
the composition of assets and liabilities, profitability, solvency and the efficiency of the organizational structure.  

 
Reclassified Statements of Assets and Liabilities 
 
STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 31/12/2021 31/12/2020 Change 
ASSETS (€ thousands)       

Gross loans to customers* 997,132 1,014,280 -17,148 

-asset adjustment fund -639,015 -649,121 10,106 

Interbank balance 123,835 69,191 54,644 

Securities owned 689,180 622,133 67,047 

Shareholdings 38,460 40,400 -1,940 

Fixed assets 79,169 79,982 -813 

Other assets, accruals and deferrals 247,974 247,364 610 

TOTAL ASSETS 1,536,735 1,424,229 112,506 

 
STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 31/12/2021 31/12/2020 Change 

LIABILITIES (€ thousands)       

Savings deposits* 1,355,382 1,263,853 91,529 

of which sight deposits 805,305 781,697 23,608 

of which current accounts and restricted dr 12,949 13,150 -201 

of which other funds 370 515 -145 

of which certificates of deposit 407,617 406,038 1,579 

of which repurchase agreements 105,415 28,738 76,677 

of which bonds 9,994 18,873 -8,879 

of which subordinated loans and hybrid instruments 12,978 13,982 -1,004 

Other liabilities, accruals and deferrals 59,471 47,888 11,583 

Allowance for doubtful accounts 0 0 0 

Provisions for risks and charges 14,002 38,293 -24,291 

EMPLOYEE SEVERANCE INDEMNITIES 398 388 10 

Provisions for banking and general risks 5,000 0 5,000 

Shareholders' equity and reserves** 100,738 100,738 0 

Net income for the year 1,744 -26,931 28,675 

TOTAL LIABILITIES 1,536,735 1,424,229 112,506 

 
The financial statements highlight the main changes that occurred in the 2021 financial year. The individual 
changes are analytically highlighted in the following sections, to which reference should be made. 

Composition of assets and liabilities 

 

COMPOSITION INDICATORS 

  31/12/2021 31/12/2020 
Net loans to customers/Total assets 23.30% 25.64% 

Own securities/Total assets 44.85% 43.68% 

Interbank balance/Total assets 8.06% 4.86% 

Savings deposits/Total liabilities 88.20% 88.74% 

Net loans and advances to customers/collection of deposits 26.42% 28.89% 

Loans to customers/Gross loans/savings deposits 73.57% 80.25% 

Maturity deposits/Sight deposits 68.31% 61.68% 

Shareholders' equity/total assets 6.99% 5.18% 

 

The composition indexes (calculated on the basis of the values reported in the reclassified Balance Sheet), 
compared with the previous year, show a decrease in the ratio of net loans to customers to total assets (from 
25.64% to 23.30%). The ratio of savings deposits to total liabilities remained virtually unchanged, with an 
improvement in the ratio of time deposits to on-demand deposits, which rose from 61.68% to 68.31%. Finally, 
net equity, including the profit for the year and the General Financial Risks Fund, increased as a percentage of 
total assets, rising from 5.18% to 6.99%.  
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Loans to customers 

Loans to customers, represented gross of the related value adjustments, amounted to € 1,025 million as of 
31/12/2021, down by 1.52% compared to 31/12/2020 which, in absolute terms, corresponds to - €15.84 million.  
 

LOANS TO CUSTOMERS* 

(amounts in € units) 31/12/2021 31/12/2020 Change % Change 

Gross loans to customers 1,025,583,534 1,041,431,306 -15,847,772 -1.52% 

Provision for doubtful debts -641,871,931 -652,111,188 -10,239,257 -199.08% 

Net loans to customers  383,711,603 389,320,118 -5,608,515 -2.54% 

 
This overall variation originates both from the reduction in doubtful loans for a gross value of €13.42 million and 
a net value of €3.05 million, and from the reduction in performing loans for a gross value of €2.42 million resulting, 
mainly, from: 

- transfer of exposures from performing to impaired status for €4.61 million (of which €4.30 million to 
restructured loans); 

- restoration to performing status of positions previously classified as non-performing loans following the 
overcoming of temporary difficulties that had changed their classification for an amount of €1.40 million. 

The following graph shows the distribution of net loans by sector of economic activity and is net of restructured 
ex-Delta loans and loans indirectly linked to the restructuring of the Delta Group. This provides evidence of the 
bank's core business net of the impact of the Delta Group. 
The household sector, with 38%, is the most important segment for CRSM, followed by companies in the services 
sector with 29%, industry with 20% and construction with 5%.   
 
Table 4.7 in the Explanatory Notes shows the distribution of loans to customers by the main categories of 
borrower, including loans not included here.  
 

 
Figure 1 Breakdown of net loans to customers (including leasing) by sector excluding loans subject to 182bis Agreement  

 
Generally speaking, with reference to the effects of the pandemic on San Marino's economic system, it is 
necessary to highlight how, in order to support families and economic operators, it became necessary to issue 
dedicated regulations. In particular, as a result of Decree Law 66/2020, Decree Law 91/2020 and subsequent 
amendments, Decree Law 60/2021 and Decree Law 73/2021 containing specific measures and interventions in 
the economic sphere and for the support of families, businesses, self-employed workers and freelance 
professionals, families and economic operators in temporary financial difficulty due to the pandemic were able to 
access, depending on the needs expressed, the institute of moratoria on the repayment of existing loans or new 
loans guaranteed in part by the State.  
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Since the beginning of the health emergency and up to 31/12/2021, CRSM has granted moratoria to 322 
customers for a total residual debt of €29.74 million as of 31/12/2021 and a total suspended capital of €5.87 
million, equal to 4.45% of outstanding loans. As regards subsidized loans, on the same date 78 were granted, 
for a total of €5 million, equal to 6.37% of the amount granted in 2021 and 0.49% of the bank's total exposure.  
 

Risk Indicators for Credit and Doubtful Loans 
The aggregate of doubtful loans consists of non-performing, substandard, restructured, overdue and/or in arrears 
loans and unsecured loans to at-risk countries.  
 
It should be noted that the restructured loans category includes the following sub-categories: 

- restructured receivables formerly due from Delta, which include amounts due under the 182bis 
Agreement; 

- loans indirectly related to the restructuring of the Delta Group, originating from amounts due from SIE 
S.p.A.. 

 

LOANS TO CUSTOMERS*  

  31/12/2021 31/12/2020     

 Category  Exposure  
 Value 

adjustment  
 % 

coverage  
 Exposure  

 Value 
adjustment  

 % 
coverage  

 Exposure 
change  

 Devaluation 
change  

Non-performing loans 208,403,458 160,825,424 77.17% 213,132,173 170,438,993 79.97% -4,728,715 -9,613,569 

Substandard loans 50,122,313 22,167,520 44.23% 60,695,273 23,861,675 39.31% -10,572,960 -1,694,155 

Restructured loans – other 11,253,323 2,791,150 24.80% 6,976,351 2,343,257 33.59% 4,276,972 447,893 

Ex Delta restructured loans 509,903,865 449,465,618 88.15% 509,899,865 449,465,618 88.15% 4,000 0 

Loans linked indirectly to the Delta Group 
restructuring 

60,410,584 4,689,529 7.76% 62,585,659 4,170,308 6.66% -2,175,075 519,221 

Past due and overdue loans 88,495 1,530 1.73% 285,054 5,116 1.79% -196,559 -3,586 

Unsecured loans to at-risk countries 3,950 53 1.34% 36,660 32,271 88.03% -32,710 -32,218 

TOTAL DOUBTFUL LOANS 840,185,988 639,940,824 76.17% 853,611,035 650,317,238 76.18% -13,425,047 -10,376,414 

TOTAL DOUBTFUL LOANS WITHOUT 
DELTA** 

269,871,539 185,785,677 68.84% 281,125,511 196,681,312 69.96% -11,253,972 -10,895,635 

Performing loans 185,397,546 1,931,107 1.04% 187,820,271 1,793,950 0.96% -2,422,725 137,157 

TOTAL LOANS* 1,025,583,534 641,871,931 62.59% 1,041,431,306 652,111,188 62.62% -15,847,772 -10,239,257 

* The data includes financial leases 
** It excludes the ex-Delta Restructured Loans and Loans linked indirectly to the Delta Group restructuring 
 

 
As of 31/12/2021, gross non-performing loans amounted to €208.40 million, compared to €213.13 million as of 
31/12/2020, a decrease of €4.73 million. Gross substandard loans, which stand at €50.12 million, decreased by 
€10.57 million mainly due to the recoveries made on the positions. Ex-Delta restructured loans stand at gross 
€509.90 million, substantially unchanged compared to 31/12/2020. The gross value of loans indirectly linked to 
the restructuring of the Delta Group stood at €60.41 million as of 31/12/2021, a decrease of €2.17 million. Past 
due and/or overdue loans amount to €88 thousand, a decrease compared to the previous survey (-€196 
thousand).  
 
Overall, the aggregate of doubtful loans decreased by gross €13.42 million, from €853.61 million at 31/12/2020 
to €840.18 million. The total value adjustments on these loans recorded a reduction of €10.38 million, which was 
affected by a recovery in value recorded on an important non-performing loan for which, once the dispute was 
closed and the sums collected, the presumed realizable value was adjusted as of 31/12/2021, since the 
conditions that determined the value adjustment no longer existed. 
The level of coverage of doubtful loans - the so-called overall coverage ratio - stands at 76.17%, substantially 
unchanged compared to the figure as of 31/12/2020, equal to 76.18%; the percentage of coverage of non-
performing loans stands at 77.17%, while substandard loans are covered at 44.23%. 
 
Recovery activity in 2021 was such that, despite the persistence of exogenous criticalities of an economic-
sanitary nature, CRSM was able to recover more than it recovered in 2020.   
 
 

ANNUAL RECOVERY TREND 

(amounts in € units) 31/12/2021 31/12/2020 Change % Change 

Non-performing loans 3,335,036 3,047,880 287,157  8.61% 

Substandard 5,354,400  4,248,254 1,106,146  20.66% 
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Restructured loans (net of Delta)  291,996  1,276,723 -984,727  -337.24% 

TOTAL 8,981,432  8,572,857 408,576  4.55% 

 
Further details of loans and the related trends are provided in the relevant sections of the notes to the financial 
statements.  
 
Credit risk indicators are shown in the table below: 

 

CREDIT RISK INDICATORS 

  31/12/2021 31/12/2020 

Gross non-performing loans/Gross loans 20.32% 20.47% 

Net Doubtful/Net Loans 12.40% 10.97% 

Gross substandard loans/Gross loans 4.89% 5.83% 

Restructured loans - other Gross/Gross loans 1.10% 0.67% 

Ex-Delta restructured loans Gross / Gross Loans 49.72% 48.96% 

Ex-Delta restructured loans Net/Net loans 15.75% 15.52% 

Loans indirectly linked to the restructuring of the Delta 
Group Gross/Gross loans 

5.89% 6.01% 

Loans indirectly linked to the restructuring of the Delta 
Group Net/Net Loans 

14.52% 15.00% 

Past due loans in arrears Gross/Gross loans 0.01% 0.03% 

Unsecured loans to at-risk countries Gross/ gross 
loans 

0.00% 0.00% 

NPE Ratio (gross doubtful loans/total gross loans) 81.92% 81.97% 

NPE Ratio (net) 52.19% 52.22% 

 
As of 31/12/2021, the NPE Ratio, consisting of the ratio of doubtful loans to total loans to customers, stood at 
81.92%, down slightly from the 12/31/2020 figure of 81.97%. 
The ratio of gross non-performing loans to gross loans was 20.32%, down from the 31/12/2020 figure of 20.47%. 
The ratio of net non-performing loans to net loans was 12.40%, up from the 2020 figure of 10.97%. The ratio of 
substandard loans to gross loans is decreasing, standing at 4.89%, compared to 5.83% at the end of 2020. 
As far as ex-Delta restructured loans are concerned, the ratio of these exposures to gross loans shows a slight 
increase, rising from 48.96% in 2020 to 49.72% at 31/12/2021.  
On the other hand, the ratio of loans indirectly linked to the restructuring of the Delta Group to gross loans is 
slightly down, standing at 5.89%, compared to 6.01% in 2020.  
Finally, some risk indicators of the loan portfolio extrapolated from the annual migration matrices are shown, 
compared to the data of the previous year: 
 

  
31/12/2020 - 31/12/2021 

Migration 
31/12/2019 - 31/12/2020 

Migration 
Note 

PROBABILITY OF DEFAULT 2,46% 3,46% 
probability that a loan migrates from performing to 

impaired status 

DANGER RATE 6,70% 2,00% 
probability that a loan that is already impaired will 

migrate to non-performing status 

CURE RATE 0,50% 0,86% 
probability that an impaired loan will return to 

performing status 
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The own securities portfolio and treasury  

The proprietary securities portfolio increased (+67.05 million euros equal to 10.78%) compared to last year 
following the considerable improvement in the liquidity profile during the year which led to its partial use in 
financial instruments in an attempt, which later proved to be successful, to improve the bank's income profile. 
Bond instruments represented 87.77% of the portfolio for a countervalue of 604.92 million, while the equity 
component (which also includes mutual funds) stood at 12.23%, with a countervalue of 84.26 million.  
 
During the year, the following strategies were used to manage the proprietary portfolio: 

- discretionary trading: this type of operation, which is tactical in nature and entailed direct market risk and 
mainly involved bonds, involved a residual percentage of the entire portfolio. Attention, in addition to yield 
generation, was focused on risk containment, due to the particular market situation that had to be faced 
during the year, through the use of stop losses, in order to have an ex-ante calculation of the indicative 
amount of a possible loss in case of adverse movements. In addition, a principle of diversification was 
applied to the various instruments used, so as not to generate redundant transaction costs in the case 
of the use of similar assets. 

- Strategic positioning through investments in mutual funds and certificates. This category involved 
activities of a strategic asset allocation nature, by means of investment in products with a medium-term 
time horizon (at least one year) and primarily of a bond nature. This strategy was also implemented via 
recourse to optimized portfolios of mutual funds with some of the largest players operating on the 
markets, as well as with a specific management mandate, once the risk/yield profile deemed most 
appropriate was selected. 

- use of the investment portfolio. The latter activity was carried out through the purchase of individual 
bonds as part of a strategy to maintain a stable coupon yield on the portfolio over a long term, with the 
aim of holding it until its natural maturity (barring exceptional events), thus assuming the character of a 
stable investment. These instruments have been selected so as to obtain the characteristic, in terms of 
rating, of investment grade since the dual purpose of obtaining a stable yield at maturity, and use in 
repurchase agreements with institutional customers and as collateral for activities connected with normal 
banking operations, such as, for example, transmission activities, had to be pursued. 

 
OWN SECURITIES PORTFOLIO 

(amounts in € units) 31/12/2021 % weight 31/12/2020 % weight Change % Change 

BONDS AND OTHER DEBT SECURITIES 604,916,944 87.77% 600,017,779 96.45% 4,899,165 0.82% 

Trading portfolio 19,764,943 2.87% 2,005,839 0.32% 17,759,104 885.37% 

Investment portfolio 122,211,204 17.73% 143,011,940 22.99% -20,800,736 -14.54% 

Investment portfolio - non-deductible securities 462,940,797 67.17% 455,000,000 73.14% 7,940,797 1.75% 

SHARES AND OTHER EQUITY SECURITIES 84,263,077 12.23% 22,115,525 3.55% 62,147,552 281.01% 

Trading portfolio 83,373,743 12.10% 20,878,849 3.36% 62,494,894 299.32% 

Investment portfolio 889,334 0.13% 1,236,676 0.20% -347,342 -28.09% 

TOTAL 689,180,021 100.00% 622,133,304 100.00% 67,046,717 10.78% 

 
The treasury position increased by €54.64 million compared to the previous six-month period, amounting to 
€124.39 million. 
The increase in liquidity was mainly due to transfers from new foreign customers, the return of liquidity of San 
Marino companies due to the application of negative current account rates on their accounts with non-San Marino 
intermediaries, in addition to the usual recurring operations and some profit taking carried out at the end of the 
previous quarter on part of the proprietary securities portfolio with a view to reducing the overall portfolio risk 
(following the increase in volatility on the financial markets). During the year, in order to further improve the 
liquidity profile of the bank, a series of targeted actions were taken in this sense; these actions were carried out 
through: 

- the search for new customers, also through the use of funding campaigns for new deposits; 
- the management of secured deposits, for which customer retention initiatives were implemented, aimed 

primarily at the customers most exposed in terms of liquidity on their current accounts and at risk of 
leaving the bank, through contacts/meetings by the sales network, also using alternative products to 
stabilize the masses. 
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INTERBANKING 

(amounts in € units) 31/12/2021 31/12/2020 Change 
%  

Change 
DUE FROM BANKS 124,390,316 70,118,587 54,271,729 77.40% 

AMOUNTS DUE TO BANKS 555,139 927,293 -372,154 -40.13% 

INTERBANK BALANCE 123,835,177 69,191,294 54,643,883 78.98% 

 
There are no open positions in derivatives as of 31/12/2021. 

Own shares held in portfolio 

 

CRSM does not hold any treasury shares in its portfolio. 
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Customer deposits 
 

 

TOTAL DEPOSITS 

(amounts in € units) 31/12/2021 31/12/2020 Absolute change % Change 

Savings deposits 1,355,096,767 1,263,567,835 91,528,932 7.24% 

Savings deposits (net of Asset Management cash) 1,332,783,650 1,241,215,052 91,568,598 7.38% 

Indirect deposits 365,841,699 340,736,670 25,105,029 7.37% 

Indirect deposits (including Asset Management cash) 388,154,816 363,089,453 25,065,363 6.90% 

of which managed* 149,749,623 137,132,357 12,617,266 9.20% 

of which administered** 232,062,634 219,369,042 12,693,592 5.79% 

of which custodian bank 6,342,559 6,588,054 -245,495 -3.73% 

Total deposits 1,720,938,466 1,604,304,505 116,633,961 7.27% 

Incidence of managed/indirect deposits 38.58% 37.77%     
* includes Asset Management and Funds     

  
   

** Includes CRSM Shares deposited with CRSM; does not include CRSM bonds and Funds 
 

 

 
 

COMPOSITION OF DIRECT DEPOSITS FROM CUSTOMERS 

(amounts in € units) 31/12/2021  % weight  31/12/2020  % weight  

Current Accounts 807,884,035 59.62% 783,414,122 62.00% 

Cheques issued but not cashed 754,050 0.06% 861,574 0.07% 

Savings Deposits 10,369,554 0.77% 11,432,644 0.90% 

Certificates of Deposit* 407,617,182 30.08% 406,037,872 32.13% 

Senior, subordinated and hybrid bonds* 22,687,161 1.67% 32,568,922 2.58% 

Repurchase Agreements 105,414,784 7.78% 28,737,669 2.27% 

Other funds 370,001 0.03% 515,032 0.04% 

SAVINGS DEPOSITS 1,355,096,767 100% 1,263,567,835 100% 

net of financial instruments held by credit institutions         
 

 
Total deposits as of 31/12/2021 stood at €1,721 million, up on the previous year (€1,604 million). 
The trend in total deposits therefore shows an increase of 7.27%, equal to €116 million generated, of which €91.5 
million concentrated on savings deposits and deriving mainly from: 

- increase in volumes relating to institutional investors (+€30 million) and international investors (+€31.5 
million); 

- an increase in volumes from resident customers (+€46 million) due to both renewed confidence in CRSM 
and the return of resident capital previously held abroad, partly as a result of more favourable market 
conditions; 

against capital remittances (- € 16 million) mainly held by Italian individuals and/or Italian trust companies which, 
despite the progress made by the Republic, still shows a marked sensitivity to country risk caused by the well-
known events that have affected the San Marino banking system in the decade just ended. 
With reference to indirect deposits, it should be noted that growth was generated by 

- the effective action of the commercial network in the field of managed savings; 
- the acquisition of the residual legal relations of Banca Nazionale Sammarinese S.p.A. completed on 

17/06/2021; 
- the performance of market prices for financial instruments.  
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Effects of the Delta Group Restructuring Plan  

The genesis and development of the Agreement up to 31/12/2020 

As a result of complex judicial events involving the Group, in May 2009, by decree of the Italian Ministry of the 
Economy and Finance, the parent company Delta S.p.A. was placed under extraordinary administration, which 
led to the signing of a restructuring agreement in 2011, drawn up pursuant to art. 182 bis of the L.F. by Delta 
S.p.A., River Holding S.p.A., Plusvalore S.p.A., Carifin Italia S.p.A., Detto Factor S.p.A. and Carifin Italia S.p.A.. 
bis L.F. by Delta S.p.A., River Holding S.p.A., Plusvalore S.p.A., Carifin Italia S.p.A., Detto Factor S.p.A. 
(hereinafter respectively “River Holding”, “Plusvalore”, “Carifin” and “Detto Factor”) and their creditor banks 
(including CRSM). 
On 7/05/2013 the extraordinary administration procedure was completed. 
 
The primary objective of the 182bis Agreement was to maximize the satisfaction of all the Group's creditors, 
providing for full payment of non-adhering creditors accompanied by the maximum possible satisfaction of the 
adhering creditors, the latter in proportion to the amount of receivables due as of 31/03/2010.  
Over time, payments have been made through the cash flows deriving from the gradual extinction of the loans 
to customers portfolio owned by each finance company, which has now been definitively sold following the 
exercise of the option provided for in art. 2.7 of the 182bis Agreement by CRSM and River Holding and the offer 
on the residual portfolio by CRSM alone, and it is therefore expected that the further satisfaction of creditors will 
derive from the liquidation of all other assets, net of recovery and management costs.  
By virtue of the mandate received pursuant to the 182bis Agreement, SGCD, whose duties also include the 
distribution of collections to creditors adhering to the Restructuring Plan, is authorized to carry out, without the 
need for any prior authorization from Plusvalore, Carifin and Detto Factor any dispositive act or agreement, 
including those of a transactional nature, regarding loans to customers (or part of them), provided that it has been 
previously authorized by as many of the participating creditors as represent at least 60% of the total loans of the 
participating creditors to the mandating company concerned. 
 
The first sale included in this scope of action is represented by the so-called “Arcade 1 Project” on the basis of 
which, during 2018, the process aimed at selling a part of the loan portfolio (so-called Arcade Portfolio) held by 
the three financial companies in liquidation, Carifin Italia S.p.A., Plusvalore S.p.A. and Detto Factor S.p.A., which 
had already been initiated by SGCD, in 2016, as part of its contractual autonomy, was completed. The sale 
process, defined according to market best practices, saw Cerberus Capital Management L.P. (hereinafter also 
Cerberus) become the assignee of the receivables making up the Arcade Portfolio, due to the acceptance of the 
offer by a percentage of more than 60% of the participating creditors.  
These included CRSM, which - supported by the decisions taken both by the Finance Commission and by the 
Shareholders' Meeting - engaged the services of an advisor, in order (i) to evaluate the process put in place by 
CRSM itself in relation to the Arcade Project and also (ii) to express an opinion on the fairness of the sale price. 
 
The sale of a large part of the loan portfolio of the three former financial companies, identified in the Arcade 
Portfolio, although it led to a considerable reduction in the exposure relating to the 182bis Agreement did not 
lead to the conclusion of the liquidation activities of the Delta Group companies provided for in the 182bis 
Agreement. In fact, there remains a portion of receivables from customers - which, pursuant to art. 2.7 of the 
182bis Agreement should have been assigned to the adhering creditors on 30/11/2020, but which, due to the 
effect of art. 9, paragraph 1, of Italian Legislative Decree 23/2020 remained in the availability of the three former 
financial companies until 30/05/2021 - cash and cash equivalents and other assets and activities attributable to 
the Group, for the realization of which in-depth studies are underway regarding the best actions to take in order 
to maximize recovery for all stakeholders. 
 

Development 2021: the exercise of the option pursuant to art. 2.7 of the 182bis Agreement and the 
residual offer on loans to customers 

As a result of the aforementioned investigations - which have, among other things, highlighted how the 
operational management structured following implementation of the Delta Group's Restructuring Plan, partly due 
to the organizational complexity (SGCD S.p.A., the former three financial companies, River Holding S.p.A.), as 
well as the high level of costs for legal expenses, absorbed a significant portion of collections - CRSM and with 
it River Holding S.p.A,  
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have deemed it appropriate, in order to better monitor future returns and maximize the Group's collections, 
including with reference to residual income, to proceed by the final date of 30/5/2021, with: 

- the exercise of the right granted by art. 2.7 of the 182bis Agreement to obtain, as datio in solutum, the 
amounts due from Detto Factor S.p.A. corresponding to its percentage of adhesion and amounting to a 
total nominal value of € 63.46 million; 

- limited to CRSM, an offer to purchase all the remaining receivables, including completion of all the 
amounts held by Detto Factor S.p.A.. for a total of € 1.76 million and an earn-out clause to be applied to 
the healthcare receivables. The nominal values of the receivables subject to the offer amount to a total 
of € 99.08 million, € 21.99 million attributable to Carifin, € 54.08 million to Plusvalore and € 23.01 million 
to Detto Factor. 

The offer made in this way, submitted to the adhering creditors who are not part of the CRSM Group, was 
accepted for all the former financial assets by more than 60% of the adhering creditors and communicated to 
CRSM during the summer of 2021. The effects of the sale take effect on 31/01/2021. 
 
The transaction in question was completed, with regard to more than 75% of the residual amounts owed by 
Carifin, Plusvalore and Detto Factor, on 20/01/22 and, due to the decision to proceed with a securitization of 
these loans, they were sold to the vehicle company “Heritage SPV S.r.l.” identified for the structuring of the 
securitization, to be completed by the end of June 2022. 
The activities aimed at finalizing the sale of the remaining 25% are currently underway, as these are leasing 
loans for which the process of re-entitling the underlying asset had not yet been completed, and therefore 
different activities were required, which entailed longer timescales. 
 

Repayments 

In 2021 the procedure did not make any reimbursements to the adhering creditors, also due to the effective date 
of the transaction in which CRSM was the plaintiff. 
The last repayment, the 68th, dates back to 2020 and was made after the release of the share pertaining to the 
escrow account of Plusvalore and Carifin, net of expenses. This is an amount placed as collateral for the Arcade 
transaction and aimed at guaranteeing the buyer which, once the verifications on the acquired portfolio were 
completed, allowed the payment of the residual payment to the seller. 
The checks relating to the disputes raised by the purchaser, with regard to the amounts due from Detto Factor, 
were completed in September and the amount of the Detto Factor escrow account to be paid to the purchaser 
was settled, with consequent release of the difference to the seller, as stipulated in the deed of sale. At present, 
no amount has been paid back to the participating creditors. 
Following the final resolution of the disputes on the escrow account, the process of transferring the receivables 
known as the Arcade Project can be considered definitively concluded. 
 
Overall, since the 182bis Agreement was finalized, the three former financial companies have distributed € 639 
million to all participating creditors (€ 243.9 million Carifin Italia, € 313.9 million Plusvalore, € 81.2 million Detto 
Factor), of which € 325 million was paid to CRSM and River Holding S.p.A.. 
Collections from River Holding, which, as a result of the 182bis Agreement has a delegation of payment to CRSM, 
are reported to CRSM net of the cash reserve component, i.e., the portion of collections retained by River 
Holding, initially corresponding to 40% of the collections distributed to it and, as of August 2015, reduced to 10% 
following the bank's direct entry into the company's capital. 
    
The balance of amounts due under the 182bis Agreement, comprising amounts due from River Holding S.p.A. - 
as delegated by the former Sedicibanca in the ownership of the trade receivables remaining after the spin-off of 
the banking arm acquired from Intesa Sanpaolo - to Plusvalore, Carifin Italia and Detto Factor, stands at a 
residual € 60.44 million. 
 
In addition:  

- the residual value of the investment in Delta held through the subsidiary SIE and represented indirectly 
by the amount of SIE's exposure to CRSM, equal to a residual €55.72 million; 

- the securitization, represented by the bond issued by SPV Project ABS S.r.l. (hereinafter SPV) deriving 
from the residual non-recourse loan portfolio and from the securitization known as “Cart1”, the proceeds 
of which are collected, resulting in repayment of the bond on a quarterly basis. During 2021, the security 
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made capital repayments of €1.28 million and paid coupons of €302.28 thousand, resulting in a net book 
value of €26.23 million. The year just ended recorded an amount of capital receipts almost three times 
that of the entire 2020 (€439.52 thousand), as a result of the renegotiation of contracts with servicers to 
optimize the delegation process. 

 
As regards the financial statement valuations of the exposure relating to the 182bis Agreement, it should be 
noted that the method adopted for the purposes of an overall assessment was based on the analysis provided 
by Delta S.p.A., which communicated the expected recovery percentages based on the valuation of residual 
loans and other balance sheet assets, net of payables. Given that these are liquidation scenarios, the 
assumptions made are extremely prudent and the current exposure to CRSM is positioned, conservatively, well 
below the average of the above recovery values. 
The above evidence regarding the recoverable value of the above receivables has led the Risk Committee of 
CRSM to confirm the write-downs already in place regarding exposure to the Delta Group. 
It should be pointed out that the criterion for valuing the assets has not changed with respect to the previous year 
since, although provided by different parties, the underlying is equally represented by the recovery forecasts for 
the assets. 
As far as the “indirect” exposure to the Delta Group is concerned, represented by the exposure of SIE S.p.A. 
(residual €55.7 million), it should be noted that the amount due from SIE almost entirely represents the amount 
due for the value of the equity investment held by it in Delta S.p.A.. In the methodology adopted, the estimated 
residual assets were used as a reference basis for the determination of the presumable realizable value, which, 
once liquidated, will be distributed among the participating creditors. Also in this case, the current balance sheet 
exposure is conservatively positioned below the average of the aforesaid values. 
 
As a result of the exercise of the option pursuant to article 2.7 of the 182-bis Agreement and the acceptance of 
the offer to purchase the residual amounts due from customers of the three former financial companies received 
at the end of August, CRSM has started securitization of the loans and, during 2022, the balance sheet items 
will be adjusted due to the acquisition of the notes resulting from the transaction.  
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Equity  

CRSM's equity, including the General Financial Risks Fund and the profit for the year of €1.74 million, amounts 
to €107.48 million, up by €33.67 million compared to 31/12/2020. 
Regulatory capital stands at €90.32 million, up by €31.29 million compared to the previous year. The “total cash 
and off-balance sheet assets”, an element for the calculation of the solvency ratio, amounting to €491.65, 
increased mainly due to the different composition of the securities portfolio which previously included a zero-
coupon bond issued by the Republic of San Marino which, following early repayment, was replaced with multiple 
financial instruments (mainly funds and bonds) with a weighting of 100% compared to 0% reserved for 
government securities. 
The ratio of regulatory capital to “total cash and off-balance sheet assets” returns a solvency ratio of 18.37%, an 
improvement of over 4 percentage points compared to 14.12% in the previous year and well above the minimum 
ratio of 11%, as provided for in art. VII.III.9 of Regulation 2007-07.  
 

Net Equity and Regulatory Capital 

 Data in millions of euros 31/12/2021 31/12/2020 Change % Change 

Net Equity 107,48 73,81 33,67 45.62% 

The result for the year 1,74 -26,93 28,67 -106.46% 

Regulatory capital 90,32 59,03 31,29 53.01% 

Total cash and off-balance sheet assets 491,65 418,08 73,57 17.60% 

Solvency Ratio 18.37% 14.12% 4.25%   

 
The results reported here represent an important milestone for CRSM which, after 11 financial statements closed 
with an uninterrupted loss, returns to record a profit for the year which, in line with the scenarios of the 2021-
2023 Business Plan, represents the first of a series of financial statements which, given the assumptions made, 
will presumably show a positive result. 
 
For further and more detailed information on this subject, reference should be made to paragraph “31.1 
PRUDENTIAL AGGREGATES” of the explanatory notes. 
 
As regards the coverage of the loss for the year 2020, reference should be made to the specific paragraph “Loss 
settlement plan”. 
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Reclassified Profit and Loss Account 

 

 

RECLASSIFIED PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT 
31/12/2021 31/12/2020 Change  % 

(€ thousands) 

 Interest income  18,282 12,509 5,773 46.15% 

 - customer interest income  8,841 10,457 -1,616 -15.45% 

 - securities interest income 9,572 2,116 7,456 352.36% 

 - banks interest income (net of interest expense)  -131 -64 -67 -104.69% 

 Interest expense  -5,737 -7,557 1,820 24.08% 

 - customer interest expense -1,148 -1,101 -47 -4.27% 

 - securities interest expense -4,589 -6,456 1,867 28.92% 

 Dividends  181 279 -98 -35.13% 

 Interest margin  12,726 5,231 7,495 143.28% 

 Profits/Losses on financial transactions  1,705 -2,119 3,824 180.46% 

 Commission income  6,361 6,075 286 4.71% 

 Other revenues  4,694 4,386 308 7.02% 

 of which other operating proceeds from leasing  3,447 3,243 204 6.29% 

 Other charges  -21 -188 167 88.83% 

 Commission expense  -1,563 -1,334 -229 -17.17% 

 Intermediation margin  23,902 12,051 11,851 98.34% 

 Administrative expenses  -13,730 -13,503 -227 -1.68% 

 - personnel costs  -7,291 -7,425 134 1.80% 

 - other administrative expenses -6,439 -6,078 -361 -5.94% 

 Operating income  10,172 -1,452 11,624 800.55% 

 Operating result with depreciation  3,973 -7,893 11,866 150.34% 

 Value adjustments on fixed assets  -6,199 -6,441 242 3.76% 

 of which leasing depreciation  -3,447 -3,243 -204 -6.29% 

 Adjustments and value recoveries on loans  -140 -21,970 21,830 99.36% 

 Allocation to the provision for credit risks  0 0 0   

 Adjustments and value recoveries on financial fixed assets  33 -1,000 1,033 103.30% 

 Provisions for risks and charges  -861 -551 -310 -56.26% 

 Income from ordinary activities  3,005 -31,414 34,419 109.57% 

 Balance of extraordinary operations  3,739 4,483 -744 -16.60% 

 Change Provisions for general financial risks -5,000 0 -5,000   

 Gross profit  1,744 -26,931 28,675 106.48% 

 Income taxes  0 0 0   

 Result for the year  1,744 -26,931 28,675 106.48% 

 

 

CRSM, after having set aside an amount of €5 million to the General Financial Risks Fund, recorded - after 11 
consecutive years in loss - an important positive result by recording a net profit for the year of €1.75 million. 
The year 2021 saw the bank change its income profile not only due to the economic and equity effects originating 
from the issuance of the irredeemable bond (article 2 and article 3 of Law 223/2020), but also due to important 
actions taken and, in a good number of cases, also completed regarding (i) credit recovery, (ii) commercial 
development in the foreign sector, as well as the prudent management of the funding rate policy. 
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Analysis of Margins 

 
ANALYSIS OF MARGINS* 

 (amounts in € thousands) 31/12/2021 31/12/2020 Change % Change 
Interest margin* 12,726 5,231 7,495 143.28% 

Intermediation margin 23,902 12,051 11,851 98.34% 

of which other operating proceeds - Leasing 3,447 3,243 204 6.29% 

Administrative expenses -13,730 -13,503 -227 -1.68% 

- Personnel expenses** -7,291 -7,425 134 1.80% 

- Other administrative expenses -6,439 -6,078 -361 -5.94% 

Operating result 10,172 -1,452 11,624 800.55% 

Operating result with depreciation 3,973 -7,893 11,866 150.34% 

Ordinary income 3,005 -31,414 34,419 109.57% 

Result for the year 1,744 -26,931 28,675 106.48% 
* calculated on the reclassified profit and loss account 

 
Analysis of margins shows a marked improvement in net interest income compared to the previous year, due to 
the combined effect of the following elements:  

- an increase in interest income from securities mainly originating from the profitability of the irredeemable 
government bond; 

- a reduction in the cost of funding, thanks to prudent interest rate management, which more than offset 
the reduction in interest income from loans.  

Net interest and other banking income was also up on the previous year (€23.90 million compared with €12.05 
million). In particular, it should be noted that the positive performance of the financial sector went from a negative 
result in 2020 (- €2.1 million) to a decidedly positive value in 2021 and equal to €1.7 million, contributing to a 
recovery compared to the previous year of €3.8 million (+180.46%).   
Administrative expenses show a small increase mainly due to legal expenses for the recovery of one of the 
largest NPL exposures of the bank - which had already been completed at the time of preparation of these 
financial statements and resulted in a significant capital gain - while personnel costs decreased by 1.80%.  
The operating result with depreciation and amortization shows an improvement of € 11.87 million compared to 
2020, and the result of ordinary activities shows even more important differences as the previous year was 
affected by significant prudential provisions. 
The 2021 financial year, after 11 years of losses, closed with a positive result of €1.75 million, achieved after 
also making a provision of €5 million to the General Financial Risks Fund, to cover the general business risk. 
 
In terms of efficiency, there was a marked improvement in all indicators and, with reference to profitability 
parameters, the cost/income ratio halved from 165.5% to 83.38%, while ROE and ROA returned to positive 
levels. 
  

EFFICIENCY INDICATORS 

 (amounts in units of €) 31/12/2021 31/12/2020 Change % Change 
Gross loans to customers/Average number of employees  10,031,138 9,718,471 312,667 3.22% 

Savings deposits/Average number of employees  13,254,076 11,913,824 1,340,252 11.25% 

Total deposits/Average number of employees  16,832,340 14,971,113 1,861,227 12.43% 

Gross banking product per employee 26,863,478 24,689,584 2,173,894 8.80% 

Mg brokerage/Average number of employees  233,783 112,458 121,325 107.88% 

Operating costs/Average number of employees  134,292 126,008 8,284 6.57% 

Gross operating income*/Average number of employees  38,860 -73,656 112,516 152.76% 

Added value per employee 110,172 -4,367 114,539 2622.83% 

Average personnel cost per employee* 67,208 64,390 2,818 4.38% 

Average number of employees 102.24 107.16 -5 -4.59% 
* with amortizations 
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PROFITABILITY INDICATORS 

 31/12/2021 31/12/2020 % Change 
Interest margin/brokerage margin* 62.21% 59.39% 4.75% 

Services margin/brokerage margin** 37.79% 40.61% -6.94% 

Cost**/income ratio 83.38% 165.50% -49.62% 

Operating income**/brokerage margin 16.62% -65.50% 125.37% 

Leverage (average assets/average capital) 16.34 20.57 -20.56% 

ROA 0.11% -1.89% 105.82% 

ROE 1.62% -36.49% 104.44% 
*excluding leasing income 
**includes depreciation 
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AFTER YEAR-END 

 
The 2022 financial year opened with the recrudescence of the COVID-19 pandemic resulting from the impact of 
the Omicron variant, which led to a new tightening of regulatory restrictions that resulted in stricter emergency 
management. This led to a period, now over, in which the bank once again increased its use of smart working 
and found itself with a reduced workforce due to the high contagiousness of the virus strain. However, past 
experience and the upgrading of personal computers and IT tools have made it possible to manage resources 
more easily so as not to jeopardize work activities, despite the fact that the bank has seen a reduction in staff 
due to contagions, at times close to 30%. 
 
As regards characteristic activities, on 20/01/22 CRSM with River Holding, SGCD and the securitization vehicle 
Heritage SPV, signed contracts for the sale of loans to customers already owned by the former financial 
companies of the Delta Group.  
The operation thus completed involved 75% of the aforementioned residual loans, compared with a total amount 
of €162.54 million, broken down as follows: 

- €63.46 million deriving from the exercise of the right granted to CRSM and River Holding by article 2.7 
of the 182bis Agreement to obtain, as datio in solutum, amounts due from Detto Factor S.p.A. 
corresponding to its percentage of adhesion to the 182bis Agreement; 

- and €99.08 million for which CRSM made a specific purchase offer accepted in the summer of 2021 by 
more than 60% of the adhering creditors for all the former financial companies, having excluded CRSM 
and its associates from the count, as promoters of the offer. 

These loans, due to the decision to proceed with their contribution to a securitization vehicle, were simultaneously 
transferred to the vehicle company “Heritage SPV S.r.l.” identified for the structuring of the securitization itself, 
which has the task of issuing a bond with a nominal value of € 42 million, fully subscribed by CRSM by virtue of 
the provisions of art. 4.1.4.(iv)(b) of the 182bis Agreement, which assigns River Holding the delegation of 
payment with debt collection effect. 
 
For the acquisition of the remaining 25% - exclusively leased loans of Carifin S.p.A. in liquidation and Plusvalore 
S.p.A. in liquidation still in the presence of the underlying asset - preparatory activities are underway, in view of 
the peculiarities of these loans for which the transfer of ownership depends on the obligatory re-entitlement 
procedures. 
 
As far as article 7 of Law 223/2020 and subsequent amendments are concerned, by which the maximum amount 
of the benefits referred to in article 1 of Decree Law 174/2011, Decree Law 72/2013 and Decree Law 88/2017, 
as well as article 8 of Delegated Decree 61/2012 - the so-called “maximum amount of tax credit” - granted to 
each bank participating in system operations should be established, definitively, on the basis of the statements 
of mutual funds as of 31/12/2020, CRSM on 21/02/2022 received the official communication from the Tax Office 
of the Republic of San Marino about the aforementioned value. In particular, the Tax Office - following resolution 
no. 23 of 13/12/2021 of the Congress of State, which acknowledges the final report of the Supervisory Committee 
- stated that the tax relief pertaining to CRSM amounts to €123,712,130, therefore equal to the amount already 
recorded in the Bank's accounts. He also announced that “an amount equal to 5% of the final credit reported 
above (€6,185,606.50) will be loaded into the tax account, starting from the year 2021 until it is fully exhausted; 
this credit may be used for offsetting IGR withholdings and Reserved Activities Tax to be requested from the 
Cash Office, in accordance with the accrual principle”. 
 
On 24/02/2022, the diplomatic confrontation between Russia and Ukraine, ongoing since as far back as February 
2014, accelerated sharply, eventually resulting in war, due to the invasion of Ukrainian borders by the Russian 
army. These events have brought the horrors of war back to Europe, resulting in the most significant humanitarian 
crisis in the Old Continent since the end of World War II. 
This conflict within Europe, triggered at the very moment when the vaccination campaign had achieved its goal 
of reducing infections and their danger, starting a path of progressive relaxation of restrictive measures and a 
return to normal life for millions of citizens, poses serious questions about the future. 
It is clear that the conflict - undermining the climate of trust that was being established - will have a major impact 
on economic activity due to inevitable increases in energy and raw materials prices, as well as disruptions to 
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international trade. The evolution of the conflict and the timing of its resolution will determine whether the 
economic and humanitarian effects will increase or decrease. 
At the moment, the full effects of the crisis are not quantifiable, given that ECB experts' estimates foresee 
sustained economic growth in the euro zone by 2022, albeit to a lesser extent than previously assumed. 
In any case, at present, market turbulence, Russian sovereign risk, together with the fear that the current situation 
will result in a new period of contraction of trade and the ability of debtors to repay, which at the moment cannot 
be quantified either in terms of amount or occurrence, although it is likely to be possible, suggest that adequate 
provisions be made to cover general business risk, and in this regard reference should be made to the section 
of the Explanatory Notes to the Financial Statements regarding the General Financial Risks Provision.  
 
Faced with the dramatic conditions of Ukrainian refugees fleeing their country, CRSM, thanks to the generosity 
of employees, pensioners and trusted suppliers, and the valuable collaboration of the Civil Protection, has set up 
a first reception center within a building owned by the bank in Domagnano, with original different use. 
 
In the first quarter of 2022, CRSM received €9.5 million to close the dispute concerning a major NPL exposure, 
as a result of the recovery activities carried out by CRSM's structure with the appointed lawyers and under the 
coordination of the CEO, in 2021. 
The effect of this successful transaction translates into a recovery in value for the Bank of over €4 million (net of 
expenses) which, in view of the combined provisions of the regulations in force on the subject, have been 
appropriately considered in the determination of the presumed realizable value of the receivable, since there is 
no longer any uncertainty regarding the same. In this regard, reference should be made to the specific section 
of the Explanatory Notes to the Financial Statements relating to the item “Writebacks of receivables and 
provisions for guarantees and commitments”. 

All of the above, in addition to the information described in the following paragraph, leads us to believe that the 
principle of going concern is fully applied. 
 

Lastly, we acknowledge a news item published in the local press where it was learnt that on last February 23rd 
the sentence was published which sanctioned the inadmissibility of the appeal, proposed by the Central Bank of 
the Republic of San Marino, against the sentence of first instance with which the illegitimacy of the measure of 
administrative compulsory liquidation which had affected Asset Banca S.p.A. was declared”. 

It is therefore useful to recall the allocation of €5 million made for the year 2021 to the Provision for general 
financial risks, as an element of compensation for unforeseeable risks and events, both of a geopolitical and 
macroeconomic nature, and relating to the development of scenarios linked to the possible evolution of the 182bis 
Agreement. 
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BUSINESS OUTLOOK 

The Russian-Ukrainian conflict, the consequent sanctions against Russia, the worsening of macroeconomic 
forecasts and the increase in the cost of raw materials determine a scenario of uncertainty for the financial 
markets and the banking industry. Whilst the prospect of rising interest rates has already had a depressing effect 
on bond prices, the effect on the ability to repay creditors who are directly or indirectly affected by the 
macroeconomic and geopolitical problems mentioned above is still uncertain. 

CRSM, however, with the approval of the 2020-2023 Business Plan, has set itself challenging objectives and is 
continuing with actions aimed at reducing the level of non-interest-bearing assets, maximizing the profitability of 
interest-bearing assets and further reducing the level of operating costs ( personnel costs, other administrative 
expenses and amortization).  

The process of further containing personnel costs will be made possible by the extension of the regulation 
regarding early retirement, which will involve additional resources. As far as the cost/income ratio is concerned, 
further improvements can be achieved through the expected increase in revenues due to the confirmed possibility 
of carrying out customer onboarding activities through remote channels, if - with these instruments - banking 
activities are not carried out in the customers' countries of residence. 

The actions to be put in place, therefore, are those envisaged in the Business Plan, as updated at the end of 
December 2021, and which therefore provides for a push on international business, with particular focus on the 
non-EU market. In addition, specific activities aimed at returning capital from resident customers have been 
launched. 

Thanks to the contribution of these resources, which support the increase in deposits, it is possible to implement 
a plan to diversify the sources of profitability that allows for growing revenues in a context of adequate risk control, 
as hypothesized in the update of the 2020 - 2023 Business Plan and which foresees positive budget scenarios 
for the coming years. 

In view of the completion of the regulatory process relating to the public vehicle for the management of impaired 
loans, and considering that for CRSM the improvement of asset quality and, with it, of the NPL ratio is a crucial 
condition, CRSM - aware of the need for the San Marino banking system to intervene promptly to tackle the 
criticality represented by NPLs, which today stand at values that are clearly not in line with those of Italian and 
European banks - once the details of the transactions have been defined, with regard to (i) the securitised assets, 
(ii) the subjects involved, (iii) the financial instruments to be issued and, last but not least, (iv) the costs to be 
incurred and (v) having already hypothesised in its Business Plan participation in the system vehicle, it will 
proceed with the relevant contributions. 
More recently, the bank and the Group have been following the evolution of the Ukrainian crisis and the 
repercussions on operations with Russian counterparties with the utmost attention, carefully and in a balanced 
manner, monitoring the risks arising from this geopolitical situation and any opportunities. 

One of the critical elements in the current year was the increase in competition from non-resident banks and 
fintech intermediaries, which, due to their size and the economies of scale from which they benefit, are able to 
offer a much wider range of products and services. 
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PLAN FOR THE ALLOCATION OF PROFIT FOR THE YEAR 
 
Article VII.III.1 of Regulation No. 2007-07 stipulates that supervised entities must set aside at least 20% of the 
net profits earned at the end of each financial year, which for CRSM in 2021 amount to €1,743,558.83, to the 
ordinary reserve fund which, for the current financial year, corresponds to the sum of €366,316.64. 
Net of the ordinary reserve fund, CRSM could, as from the 2021 financial year, resume paying dividends to the 
shareholder, however, in order to take into account the potential risks for the bank arising from the instability of 
the economic framework of reference, generated mainly by the current geo-political situation caused by the 
ongoing conflict between Russia and Ukraine, it would be desirable also to capitalize the remaining 80% 
(€1,394,847.06).  
In this regard, reference should be made to the section of the Explanatory Notes to the Financial Statements 
under “Proposals regarding the result for the year”, where the above considerations and the relative balance 
sheet results are appropriately outlined. 
 
 

* * * 
 

In compliance with the provisions of Law no. 47 of 23 February 2006, art. 6, paragraph 10, the declarations made 
by the Directors concerning the permanence of the subjective and objective conditions required by law for the 
assumption of the office are attached to this report. 

 
* * * 

The Board of Directors thanks the Board of Statutory Auditors, the Supervisory Authority and the executive 
structure for the work carried out and the support provided.  
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

 
STATEMENT OF ASSETS 

 
Asset items 31 December 2021 31 December 2020 

10 
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS WITH CENTRAL BANKS 
AND POSTAL AUTHORITIES 

VERO 8,520,060    9,721,927  

20 
TREASURY SECURITIES AND OTHER FINANCIAL 
INSTRUMENTS ELIGIBLE FOR REFINANCING WITH 
CENTRAL BANKS 

VERO 0    0  

  a) Treasury securities and other similar financial instruments 0    0    

  
b) other financial instruments eligible for refinancing  
    with central banks 

0    0    

30 LOANS TO CREDIT INSTITUTIONS   124,390,316    70,118,587  

  a) on demand 101,045,946    55,919,630    

  b) other loans 23,344,370    14,198,957    

40 LOANS TO CUSTOMERS   358,116,624    365,159,466  

  a) on demand 121,975,823    127,922,431    

  b) other loans 236,140,801    237,237,035    

50 BONDS AND OTHER DEBT FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS   604,916,943    600,017,779  

      a) of public issuers 521,645,456    568,259,932    

      b) of credit institutions 26,808,783    3,891,439    

      c) of financial companies other than credit institutions 43,576,759    27,865,340    

      d) of other issuers 12,885,945    1,068    

60 
SHARES, UNITS AND OTHER CAPITAL FINANCIAL 
INSTRUMENTS 

  84,263,078    22,115,525  

70 HOLDINGS   13,758,104    13,752,918  

  a) Financial companies 13,429,223    13,428,648    

  b) Non-financial companies 328,881    324,270    

80 SHAREHOLDINGS IN GROUP COMPANIES   24,702,010    26,647,162  

  a) Financial companies 21,080,941    21,018,732    

  b) Non-financial companies 3,621,069    5,628,430    

90 INTANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS   1,145,197    1,537,452  

  a) Financial leases 443,469    494,420    

  - of which assets under construction 0    0    

  b) Assets awaiting leasing due to lease termination 0    0    

  - of which for breach by tenant 0    0    

  c) Assets from credit recovery 0    0    

  
- of which assets available for credit discharge through  
  settlement agreement 

0    0    

  d) Goodwill 0    0    

  e) Start-up costs 0    0    

  f) Other intangible fixed assets 701,728    1,043,032    

100 TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS   78,024,147    78,444,816  

  a) Financial leases 17,328,817    15,547,729    

  - of which assets under construction 0    0    

  b) Assets awaiting leasing due to lease termination 7,822,693    8,118,503    

  - of which for breach by tenant 7,822,693    8,118,503    

  c) Assets from credit recovery 1,697,463    1,697,463    

  
- of which assets available for credit discharge through  
  settlement agreement 

430,000    430,000    

  d) Land and buildings 50,075,095    51,699,041    

  e) Other tangible fixed assets 1,100,079    1,382,080    

110 SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL NOT PAID IN   0    0  

  - of which called-up capital 0    0    

120 OWN SHARES OR UNITS   0    0  

130 OTHER ASSETS   239,147,523    237,302,022  

140 ACCRUED INCOME AND PREPAID EXPENSES   306,395    340,109  

  a) accrued income 121,685    111,697    

    b) prepaid expenses 184,710    228,412    

150 TOTAL ASSESTS   1,537,290,397    1,425,157,763  
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STATEMENT OF LIABILITIES 
 

Liability items 31 December 2021 31 December 2020 

10 DUE TO CREDIT INSTITUTIONS   555,139    927,293  

  a) on demand 555,139    896,263    

  b) on term or notice debts 0    31,030    

20 DUE TO CUSTOMERS   924,038,374    824,099,467  

  a) on demand 805,304,581    781,697,220    

  b) on term or notice debts 118,733,793    42,402,247    

30 DEBTS REPRESENTED BY FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS   417,611,262    424,910,414  

  a) bonds 9,994,080    18,872,542    

  b) certificates of deposit 407,617,182    406,037,872    

  c) other financial instruments 0    0    

40 OTHER LIABILITIES   60,046,881    48,639,791  

  of which cheques in circulation and similar securities 754,050    861,574    

50 ACCRUED EXPENSES AND DEFERRED INCOME   179,444    110,953  

  a) accrued expenses 38,298    12,554    

  b) deferred income 141,146    98,399    

60 EMPLOYEE SEVERANCE INDEMNITIES   397,605    388,420  

70 PROVISIONS FOR RISKS AND CHARGES   14,001,941    38,293,190  

  a) provisions for pensions and similar obligations 1,093,066    1,181,509    

  b) provisions for taxes and duties 134,292    386,905    

  c) other provisions 12,774,583    36,724,776    

80 PROVISIONS FOR CREDIT RISKS   0    0  

90 PROVISION FOR GENERAL BANKING RISKS   5,000,000    0  

100 SUBORDINATED LIABILITIES   12,978,298    13,981,597  

110 SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL   100,634,322    100,634,322  

120 SHARE ISSUE PREMIUMS   0    0  

130 RESERVES   103,572    103,572  

  a) ordinary or legal reserve 0    0    

  b) reserve for own shares or units 0    0    

  c) statutory reserves 0    0    

  d) other reserves 103,572    103,572    

140 REVALUATION RESERVE   0    0  

150 PROFIT (LOSS) CARRIED FORWARD   0    0  

160 PROFIT (LOSS) FOR THE FINANCIALYEAR   1,743,559    -26,931,256  

170 TOTAL LIABILITIES   1,537,290,397    1,425,157,763  

 

GUARANTEES AND COMMITMENTS 

 

Guarantees and Commitments items 31 December 2021 31 December 2020 

10 Guarantees given   173,527,478    303,514,155  

  a) acceptances 183,776    0    

  b) other guarantees 173,343,702    303,514,155    

20 Commitments   5,973,931    8,462,327  

  a) certain use 856,529    3,067,371    

   of which: financial instruments 46,086    1,131,332    

  b) uncertain use 5,117,402    5,394,956    

   of which: financial instruments 30,890    35,520    

  c) other commitments 0    0    

  TOTAL   179,501,409    311,976,482  
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT 

 

Profit and loss account items 31 December 2021 31 December 2020 

10 Interest received and other proceeds:   18,282,044    12,540,780  

  a) on loans to credit institutions -131,313    -32,662    

  b) on loans to customers 8,840,946    10,457,252    

  c) on debt securities 9,572,411    2,116,190    

20 Interest paid and other costs   -5,737,576    -7,588,081  

  a) on amounts due to credit institutions -96    -30,959    

  b) on amounts due to customers -1,148,457    -1,100,929    

  c) on debts represented by securities -4,589,023    -6,456,193    

          of which: on subordinate liabilities -117,315    -151,309    

30 Dividends and other proceeds   181,440    278,582  

  a) on shares, units and other capital securities 181,440    107,356    

  b) on shareholdings 0    171,226    

  c) on shareholdings in group companies 0    0    

40 Commissions received   6,361,432    6,075,066  

50 Commissions paid   -1,563,131    -1,334,321  

60 Profits (losses) on financial transactions   1,704,680    -2,118,671  

70 Other operating proceeds   4,693,543    4,386,193  

80 Other operating charges   -20,622    -188,352  

90 Administrative expenses   -13,730,806    -13,503,099  

  a) Labor costs -7,291,388    -7,424,824    

     wages and salaries -5,049,243    -5,039,125    

     social security costs -1,254,174    -1,287,120    

     severance indemnities -413,669    -416,602    

     retirement and similar liabilities -154,247    -219,452    

     directors and statutory auditors -357,729    -423,208    

     other labor costs -62,326    -39,317    

  b) Other administrative expenses -6,439,418    -6,078,275    

100 Value adjustments on intangible fixed assets   -560,458    -581,616  

110 Value adjustments on tangible fixed assets   -5,638,220    -5,859,469  

120 Provisions for financial risks and costs   -861,028    -550,763  

130 Provisions to credit risk funds   0    0  

140 
Value adjustments on credits and provisions for guarantees 
and commitments   -8,145,041    -25,333,094  

150 
Value re-adjustments on receivables and provisions for 
guarantees and commitments   8,004,987    3,362,790  

160 Value adjustments on financial fixed assets   -242,750    -1,000,000  

170 Value recoveries on financial fixed assets   275,879    0  

180 Profit (loss) on ordinary activities   3,004,373    -31,414,055  

190 Extraordinary proceeds   3,986,020    4,798,194  

200 Extraordinary costs   -246,834    -315,395  

210 Extraordinary profit (loss)   3,739,186    4,482,799  

220 Income tax for the financial year   0    0  

230 Change in provisions for general banking risks   -5,000,000    0  

240 Profit (loss) for the year   1,743,559    -26,931,256  

  












